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A sensitiv~ high resolution three grid electron energy analyser 
has been constructed and has been used to measure the Auger electron and 
characteristic energy loss spectra of clean Cu, Au, Be, A1 and Fe. 
In addition spectra of Cu black and Au black surfaces have been obtained. 
The experimental resolution of the instrument has proved to be -0.2% (which 
may be compared with a figure of about 2% for normal commercial analysers). 
All surfaces were prepared in ultra high vacuum (working pressure -10- 10torr) 
with the exception of Cu black and Au black, which wer~ transferred to the 
UHV system from high vacuum after preparation. Changes in the electron 
spectra of Al, Be and Fe due to slow oxidation from residual oxygen were 
extensively studied. For these metals (Be, A1 and Fe) fine structure 
in the Auger spectra involving the valence band has been interpreted in 
terms of the density of states of the valence band. Additional fine _ 
structure in the Auger spectrum of clean Al has been attributed to plasmon 
gain and loss mechanisms. In addition explanations of various other 
changes in the electron spectra of the metals, Be, Al and Fe, as a result 
of oxidation have been included. 
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Secondary electron emission properties of solids have been the 
subject of numerous investigations for many years. For this reason the 
literature is vast and the subject embraces a wide range of phenomena of 
interest both from an academic point of viC'" (\'!here the aim is to understand 
the various interactions and excitations) to those of technical importance, 
where the phenomena are either utilised (e.g. electron multipliers) or 
suppres sed (e 1 ectron co 11 ec tors, mi crowave \.,; ndoNs etc.). lIowever, over 
the past fe",' years considerable and renel'/ed interest has developed in 
aspects of the energy analysis of the secondary electrons resulting from 
both incident radiation and various particles. This energy analysis of 
the secondaries is important since it includes electrons ori~inating from 
Auger transitions and thus provides the basis of a highly sensitive 
technique for surface analysis, namely the technique of Auger electron 
spectroscopy(l,2,3,4). The main subject of this dissertation is various 
aspects of Auger electron spectroscopy and characteristic energy losses 
induced by electron bombardment. In this introductory chapter a brief 
survey of three main aspects of electron induced secondary electron 
emission \'/ill be described. These are as follo~!s: 
(i) Secondary electron yield 
(ii) Characteristic energy losses 
(iii) ~uger electron emission. 
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1.1 Secondary Electron Emission 
The secondary electron emission process is basically the interaction 
of energetic electrons ~~th solids, in which incident electrons are 
scattered elastically and inelastically. In the inelastic process, for 
example, the ener9Y lost in the solid is used to produce electronic 
excitations such as interband transitions, X-ray level excitations and 
plasmon excitations. These excitation rrocesses may pr.oduce secondary 
electrons \'/hich are emitted from the solid provided they have sufficient 
energy to surmount the surface potential barrier along \,'ith the elastically 
backscattered electrons. 
1.1.1 Secondary electron yield 
The secondary electron yield, o~ or more commonly known as total 
yield or secondary emission co-efficient, can be defined as the ratio of 
the total number of emitted secondaries to the total number of primary 
electrons striking the solid surface. If is is the total secondary current 
and io is the primary current~ then 
is 
c5 = ~ 
'p 
The secondary electrons emitted from a solid may be divided for convenience 
into bro groups of electrons, namely the nackscattered electrons (elastically 
and inelastically) and the arbitrarily defined true secondary electrons with 
energies less than 50eV. The backscattering coefficient, n, is the ratio 
of the total number of backscattered electrons to the total number of 
















\·!here ibs is the current due to backscattered electrons. The relationship 
beb!een nand c5 is given by c5 = n + c5 s ' ,·!here 6s represents the yield of 
true secondary electrons. 
1.1.2 Yield curve 
The variation of total ,IJield c5 ,-lith the primar'y energy Ep is an 
important property of secondary electron emission and has been studied most 
extensively. The general shape of the yield curve which is a plot of c5 
against Ep is sholt'n in Fig. (1.l). It follows from the yield curve that 
the yield increases rapidly at 10\" primary energies. This increase 
reaches a maximum as the primary energy is increased and then begins to 
decrease slo\'!ly vlith the further increase in the primary energy. The shape 
of the yield curve for almost all solids is very similar. A qualitative 
explanation of the variation of yield \'lith the primary energy can be given 
as fo1lm-!s. At 101:' primary energies the penetration depth of the primaries 
is relatively small, and thus the energy dissipated by the primaries to 
create secondaries is in a region close enough to the surface for a large 
fraction of the excited internal secondaries to escape. As the primary 
energy increases, the yield continues to increase until it attains its 
maximum value at some value of the primary energy when the penetration 
depth of the primaries becOMeS approximately equal to the escape depth of 
the secondaries. At high primary energies, the yield decreases because the 






Variation of the mean depth of origin of secondaries with 
angle of incidence of primaries. 
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escape depth for the secondary electrons. In addition the number of internal 
secondaries created within the escape depth of the surface decreases with 
increasing primary energy because the number of secondaries created per unit 
path 1enqth is a decreasing function of energy. 
1.1.3 Angular Variation of Yield 
The increase in yield with the increase in angle of incidence has 
been observed by several investi~ators. This increase is attributed to the 
change in the mean derth of origin of the secondary electrons. If ds is 
the mean depth of origin of the secondaries (Fi~.(1.2)) for nonnal 
incidence, then for an angle of incidence e of the primary electrons, this 
depth ",ould be dscos e from the surface of the solid. The variation of yield 
with angle of incidence is more prominent for high energy primary electrons 
as cOr.1!)ared to 10\'/ energy ones. This is because for low primary energies, 
there is little change in the mean depth of orinin of the secondaries with 
the change in the angle of incidence, while, for high primary energies 
this change is greater. Also for larger angles of incidence, ~max is shifted 
to higher values of primary ener~ies. Bruinin9(5) has derived a relation 
for variations of yield with angle of incidence. It is assumed that the 
secondaries produced at a depth d cos e in the solid are absorbed 
exponent; ally on thei r '1!ay to the surf ace. Jf a be the absorpti on 
coefficient and C a constant, then for normal incidence 




09 = C exp(-adscos 9) 
From expressions (i) and (ii) 
109(°9/°0) = ads(l - cos e) 
(i i ) 
From this expression, an estimate of the depth of origin can be obtained 
if a is knOl'm. The secondary yield is considerably affected by the surface 
contaminations and other surface conditions such as roughness. The presence 
of an impurity on a surface may result in the increase or decrease of 
yield. It is therefore of paramount importance that clean surfaces should 
be maintained in order to ohserve the true yield characteristic of the surface. 
A rough surface is known to exhibit a lower secondary yield as 
compared to a smooth surface of the same element. This lower yield is 
be 1 i eved to be due to trappi ng of the secondary electrons ,.,; thi n the 
surface region due to its unevenness. 
1.2 Energy Distribution of Secondary Electrons 
The energy distribution of secondary electrons emitted from various 
solids is similar in general outline although fine structure in the energy 
distribution differs appreciably from one solid to another. The general 
shape of an energy distribution curve is shown in Fig.(1.3). The distri-
bution falls into three distinct regions. 
(i) Region I consists of a sharp peak and some fine structure below it. 
The sharp peak is believed to be due to electrons \'/hich have suffered 
elastic collisions with the lattice and are backscattered Nithout energy 
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loss. The sMall peaks close to this elastic peak are oresumably due to 
the electrons which have suffered inelastic collisions. Most of these 
electrons have lost discrete anounts of enerQV in the excitation of, for 
examlll a, plasm01s or interband transitions. These loss peaks are 
characteristic of the naterial al"ld are usually knm·m as characteristic 
ener(!11 losses. Th~y are al"'ays a fixed distance from the elastically 
refl ected t'eak and are thus :'1ca5l1red relative to ~his peak. 
(ii) Thp. second reIJion appears to be relatively flat Nitti a few f'Oorly 
defined peaks. Ilo\t!ever under hint-t sensitivity and resolution, a "reat deal 
of fine structure :'lay be ohserverf. The oeaks in this re"ion May be due to; 
either ionisation losses or '\uner er'ission. 
(iii) The third re~ion consists of a laroe peak, the ~aximurn of which 
occurs a t a fev, electron volts. Th i s !lea k is be li eved to he r.!ue to true 
secondaries (I/lith enerqies <St)eV). Some peaks due to l\.ul)er eMission may 
occur in this renion, superimposed on the very nluch lar~er peak due to slow 
secondaries. It is evirfent fron the ahove description of the ener~y 
distribution of the secondary electrons that, apart from the t\/,IO Main 
peaks (elastic peak and 51Ql.·' secon:filries peak), there are distinctly tHO 
tllpes of processes involved Nhich result in the a!,neltrance of small peaks. 
The first type is due to a characteristic enerC'lY loss process and occurs at 
a fixed amount of enerQY loss from the elastic peak and is measured 
relative to the elastic peak. The second type 1s due to ~uger electron 
emission. The ener~y of these electrons is indeoendent of the primary enerqy 
of hombarding electrons, thus their ener9Y is measured relative to zero 
enerq'y. 
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1.2.1 Characteristic energy losses 
The interactions responsible for the discrete energy losses 
suffered by the incident electrons are (i) single particle or electron-
electron interaction and (ii) the plasmon excitation process. 
In a single particle interaction an incident electron may lose 
ener0Y to an electron in the solid, and this may result in the excitation 
of that electron to some hi!:'her G.lflty energy level. The result may be the 
ionization of the particular atom of the solid if some core electron is 
expelled, or an intraband or an interband transition for valence electrons. 
The ionization losses are quite significant since these can be used for 
surface elemental analysis, and this techni~ue of surface analysis has more 
recently become knoltJn as the ionization spectroscopy(6). In an ionization 
process, if Ep he the primary energy and Es the energy of the backscattered 
electrons which have suffered an energy loss EL and if EK be the binding 
energy of the Kth shell, ~here Ep » EK, then EL = Ep - Es = EK. 
The ionization losses are spread over a wide range of energy and usually 
appear as 'steps' or very l,o!eak humps in the energy distribution curve. 
However, these peaks can be observed more clearly in the derivative of the 
energy distribution. In order to achieve maximum intensity of these peaks, 
it is essential to have the primary energy 3-5 times(7) the bindin~ energy 
of the energy level to be ionized. The study of ionization losses is also 
important in Auger spectroscopy since it can aid the correct identification 
of the 'corresponding' .l\uger peak \'Jhich may arise as a result of the 
ionization of the core electrons. Extra care must be taken in the identifi-
cation of the ionization losses since these losses sometimes appear very 
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close to the Auger peaks in the differential distribution. This overlapping 
can be avoided by changing the primary energy. In such a case the 
ionization peak l'tould shift in energy by an amount equal to the change in 
the primary ener~y. 
1.2.2 Plasmon excitations 
Incident electrons may suffer discrete energy losses in the 
excitation of p1asmons - a collective oscillation of the valence electrons 
of the soli d. Th ; s was fi rs t poi nted out by Bohm and Pi nes (8) \"ho developed 
the theory of plasma oscillations in solids. A simple qualitative explana-
tion is as follo~'1s. The solid may be considered to be made u!> of ion cores 
which contain the nucleus and strongly bound electrons and loosely bound 
valence electrons. It is assumed that the charge of the ion core is to be 
smeared out over the solid so as to form a back~round of positive charge 
and this charge is neutralised by the valence electrons which are considered 
to be free. Thus the charge density of electrons and ions on the average 
is zero. However, a chance fluctuation in the thermal motion may result in 
the reduction of the char~e density bel 0 ... ' the average in some re~ion. 
The positive backqround in the region no lonrer neutralised and the excess 
positive charge attracts the neighbourin~ electrons to restore the charge 
neutrality. But because of their relatively high mobility, electrons 
gather sufficient momentum and produce excess negative charge in the region. 
This results in the repulsion of the electrons from the re~ion again and 
thus collective oscillations are set up which are usually known as plasma 
oscillations. The energy levels of these oscillations are quantized 1n 
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i nterva 1 s of nw \·,here w is the plasma frequency ~ i ven by the expres s ; on p p 
\',here n = electron density 
e = electronic charge 
m = mass of an electron. 
The plasPla oscillations ca.' be represented by a finite set of harmonic 
oscillators \·!ith angular frequency wp' Pines has given the name I plasmon I 
to a quantized plasma oscillator. The energy of such an oscillator must 
have values given by the expression {N + ~)l'Iwp' \'there r,~ is a positive 
inte~er or zero. The ground state energy (for t! = 0) of the plasmons is 
given by ~flwp' The energy required to raise the p1asmons from the ~round 
state to that of next higher energy - the excitation energy - is 
The enerqy loss suffered by incident electrons in this mode of excitation 
of p1asmons is known as a volume or bulk plasmon loss. If A be the atomic 
I'te; ght of the soli d, d its density, nv the number of va 1 ence electrons, 
then the value of the bulk plasmon loss is given by the expression 
1'Iw = P 
nvd ~ 
28.8(T) eV . 
Thermal excitation of the plasmons can be neglected since the 
excitation energy of a plasmon (nwp) is several electron volts, very much 
greater than the thermal energy of any electron at normal temperatures. 
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Thus the p1asmons \'1i11 remain in their ground state unless excited by some 
other ~ethod, such as the passage of energetic electrons. Ritchie(9), in 
1957, pointed out that in addition to the excitation of the bulk p1asmons 
in the solid, incident electrons may lose energy in the excitation of 
'surface p1as~ons' at interface beb~een the solid surface and the vacuum. 
The frequency of the surface oscillations is given by wp/I'l~ and the 
excitation ener~lY of tt"lese surface oscillations is then llwp/I'l. 
Stern and Ferre11(lO) derived a more generalised exrression for 
the surface p1as;nons, considering the case of a semi-infinite ,electron gas 
bounded by a semi-infinite dielectric medium. If e: be the dielectric 
constant of the bounding medium, then ws ' the frequency of the surface 
oscillations, is given by the relation 
For a plasma bounded by vacuum, e: = 1, then the above expression is 
reduced to ~itchie's result. HO\'/ever, if the dielectric medium bounding the 
solid surface ;s not vacuum, as it may be in the case of a contaminated 
surface, then e: ~ 1 and consequently the frequency of the surface 
oscillations would also be changed. This dependence of the frequency of 
the surface plasna oscillations on the media surrounding the solid surface 
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Fig. ,.'f.X-ray energy level diaf:ram of silicon with the <!.:nsity of stah:s drawn into thQ 
valt;ncc band. An L2,.3VV Au&cr process is depicted, 
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1.3 .I\uger Electron Emission 
It has been pointed out in the previous section that the small peaks 
in the region (ii) and (iii) of the energy distribution curve may be due to 
.Il.uger electron emission. These peaks \'.'ere first reported by Lander(l), 
\~ho correctly identified them as due to Auger electrons. The discovery of 
these electrons I'Jas first made by P. Au~er(11) in 1925, from their tracks 
in a ,-li1son Cloud chamber and he correctly explained their ori9in. 
A1thou~h Lander{l) suggested that the identification of the Auger 
peaks could provide an excellent means for surface analysis since these 
peaks are characteristic of the element from which they originate, the 
technique \'1as not app1 ied subsequently until qui te recently because of 
poor sensitivity. HOI"lever, Harris(2) demonstrated that a considerable 
improvement in sensitivity could be achieved by observing the derivative 
of the ener9Y distribution obtained by electronic differentiation. Since 
then, the technique of ~uger electron spectroscopy has quickly emerged as 
a very sensitive method for surface analysis. 
1.3.1 The P,uger electron emission mechan;sl:1 
The .l\uger electron emhsion process is basically the result of 
three physical processes. These are (i) the ionization of inner shell 
electrons by an enerqetic beam of incident electrons (or other particle); 
(ii) de-excitation throug~ Auger process and (iii) the escape of the Auger 
electrons in the vacuum "Jithout significant loss of energy. These effects 
are illustrated in the schematic energy band dia9ram of Fig.(1.4). 
- 12 - . 
An incident electron ejects an electron from the L2,3 shell and thereby the 
atom becomes ionized. The vacancy thus created is filled by an electron 
from the valence band. In the Auger process, the transition energy must 
be given to another electron (in this case the valence band) rather than 
to a photon. In such a case, if the energy is sufficient, the electron 
may be emitted as sho"'n in Fia. (1.4). The ener~.Y of the emitted l\uger 
electron t·!ill be then ~iven approximately by 
E = El - EV - EV 
2,3 
and \'fOuld be designated the l2,3VV transitia1. It is clear that in an .~uger 
process an atom is ionized twice. Therefore after the first ionization 
the binding energies of the electrons in the various bands would increase. 
To account for this in the calculation of the energy of Auger electrons, 
the binding enerr'Y of the 'third' electron (lfJhich is to be emitted as the 
Auger electron) is taken as EV(Z + ll), "'here Z is the atomic number of the 
element and the va 1 ue of II 11 es bett'!een ~ and j, a s observed experi-
mentally(12). Ho\'Iever, the Auger electron energies calculated for A = 1, 
show a remarkably good agreement with the experimentally observed energies 
of Auger electrons. 
'A general formula for the calculation of .'uger electron energies 
can thus be If~itten in the form 
where E~)= the kinetic energy of the Auger electrons, EA(Z), EB(Z) and 
ECCZ+l) are the binding energies of the electrons in .L\, Band C shells for 
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atomic n,umber Z and (Z+l) re~pective1.Y, ~a ;s the effective \,'ork function 
of the surface of the cner~y analyser directly involved in the energy 
analysis. 
1.3.2 Ionization cross-section 
The initial orocess in the I~u(ler electron emission is the ionization 
of the core electrons by the incident electrons. f;ishop and Qiviere(7) 
suggest that the modified Born approximation of ~!orthington and Toml in(13) 
\,/hich has proved slJccessful for X-ra'ys~ is adequate for estimating the 
ionization cross-section, a. This exrression is 
\-there e = electronic charge 
Ep = incident electron energy 
Ec = critical ionization potential of ionized shell 
b = 0.35 for K shell electrons 
and b = 0.25 for l shell electrons. 
For Ep » Ec' B takes the value of 1.65Ec' The ionization cross-section 
should be zero for En = Ec' To allow this to happen and also to make the 
variations of a \,'i th the incident energy, !'!orthington and Toml in put 
B = [1.65 + 2.35 exp{l - U)] Ec 
where U = Ep/Ec' Substituting this in the above value of a and also 
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Variation of the ionization cross-section 0 
with the ratio of primary energy. Ep to the 
level energy E (from ref. 7). 
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oEC2 = 1.3 x lO-13b J 1n [4U/{1.65 + 2.35 expel - U)}]cm2(eV)2 
The plot of function J 1n[4U/{l.65 + 2.35 expel - up] is shO\I/n in 
Fig. (1.5). It rises steeply from zero at Ep = Ec' to a maximum bet\o/een 
U = 2 and U = 3 and then decreases slo~ly with increasing U. 
It may be pointed out that in the above calculations the effect 
of secondary ionization has not been taken into account. Secondary 
electrons with energies rreater than Ec may cause ionization, increasing 
the effective incident beam current. The effect can greatly enhance 
ionization(14) especially for surface atoms and for smaller values of the 
binding energies of the inner shells involved in t~e ionization, because 
of the rapidly increasing number of secondary electrons at l()\lfer energies. 
This is presumably the reason that the Auger peaks are qenerally larger 
than the 'corres~onding' ionization losses. 
1.3.3 Photon production and /\urer efficiency 
The second process in Auger electron emission involves the de-
excitation through the Auger process after the initial ionization. 
The alternative mode of de-excitation of course is by photon (X-ray) 
emission. The probability of photon production(15) is ghten by the 
equation 
where B = 1.12 x 106 for K electrons 
and 7 B = 6.4 x 10 for LIII electrons. 
Z = atomic number. 
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Using the above relation it can be easily shm'ln that the probability of 
photon ~roduction is negligible for the ener~y ranges ~enerally used in 
~uger spectrosco~y (viz. 0 - 3000 volts). Therefore the Auger efficiency 
is nuch higher as compared to that for X-ray emission especially in the 
case of the li~hter elements "there the eneroy of the inner shell to be 
ionized is <500eV. Thel\ue'!er efficiency becomes roughly comparable to 
X-ray ~roduction at about 2 keV. The relative efficiencies de~~nd more on 
EA and EB (the binding energies of the inner shell to be ionized and the 
second electron \'!hich fills the vacancy) rather than the atomic number Z. 
Therefore the ,~u~~r current for hi9her 7 elements I"ill be relatively 
constant provided the lower energy transitions are investi0ated. Such 
transitions are further favoured since hi~her Z elements have larger 
numbers of outer s:lell electrons. 
1.3.4 Escape depth of l\uger electrons 
The third process (iii) regarding the .".uger emission is the 
escape of Au!)er electrons into the vacuum ~"ithout si~nificant loss of 
energy. The escape depth of Auqer electrons depends on the kinetic energy 
of thel.\uger electrons and the substrate materials. Experimental results(4) 
indicate that this deoth is only a fe~'! Angstroms for Auger electrons \·lith 
energy less than 500eV. It is this particular feature of AUQer electron 
emission that makes the technique of Auger spectroscopy an especially 
valuable and excellent tool for surface studies. The range of the primary 
electrons is, however, much larger than the escape depth of the Auger 
electrons. This means that the Auger electrons are ejected from a much 
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narrower region than that excited by the ener~etic primary beams, since 
this excited region is determined by the range of the primary electrons. 
It may be pointed out that the Auger emission region in a solid can be 
increased by using a grazing incidence for the primary electrons. The 
optimum an(11e lies het\"een 150 and 200 from the solid surface(l6). 
1.3.5 Auger peak width and associated fine structure 
Auger peaks are usually 2 - lOeV ~ide. The width is larger for the 
transitions involvin~ the valence band. nne such transition is depicted in 
Fi~.(l.4). The energy of the /\uger e1p.ctrons for the L2,3V1Vl transition 
is given by 
Since there are no knm,'n selection rules, unlike the case of X-ray 
emission, any other electron within the band may be emitted as the Auger 
electron. If E2 be the energy of such an Auger electron for a transition 
L2 ,3V 2V 2' then 
E2 = E - 2EV = El - 2£ 
L2,3 2 
..-!here £ = V 2 - V 1. Thus for a band,,'idth of £ the width of the Auger peak 
\·1111 be 2£. This, hONever, may not result in a sin~le peak of \·tidth 2£ 
due to the variations in the density of states within the valence band. 
In addition .I\uger peaks are also affected by lifetime broadening due to 
the short transition times involved (-lO-16sec )(17). 
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Almost all Auger peaks seem to have a 'tail ' on the low energy 
side. This ,.,as first observed t'>y Lander(l) and has been reported by several 
workers recently. This tail ing structure (on the lo\'! energy side of the 
Au~er peaks) is attrTuted to the Auger electrons \'Ihich have lost a discrete 
amount of energy in the excitation of plasmons, on their way to the surface. 
In such a case~ if E he the energy of the main Auger peak and Epl the 
excitation energy of the volume plasmons, then the energy El of t~e 'tail 
~eak' will be given by 
El ::: E - Epl 
The effer. t has been exoeri menta lly observed by ;,1u 1a r; e and Rusch (18) and 
others(19~20~ In the course of present "'ork, under high sensitivity and 
resolution conditions, fine structure \'las also resolved(21) on the hiClh 
energy side of the Au~er peaks, similar to the structure on the low 
energy side of the main Auger peak. Since this \'/ork "las done, a similar 
structure has been reported by Jenkins and Chun9(22). This structure on 
the high energy side of the AUger peak is considered to be due to the 
Auger electrons which have qained energ.Y from the excited p1asmons. In 
this case the ener~y E2 of the peak on the high energy side of the main 
I\uger peak is E2 ::: E + Epl ' This "!ork "!i11 be considered and reported in 
greater detail in Chapter V. 
1.3.6 Chemical effects 
An important aspect of Auger electron spectroscopy is that valuable 
i~f~~tion ~~n be obtained from the changes in the Auger spectra of 
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elements as they form compounds. Changes in the chemical state of the 
surface atom may be reflected in several I:!ays, including a shift in energy, 
a change in the relative size of the Auger peaks, and the appearance of 
'new' Au~er peaks. Small chemical shifts may take place in the case of the 
transitions involving inner shell electrons. This shift can be attributed 
to the shift in the bindinq energy of the core electrons due to the 
redistribution of valence electrons on fonnin9 a chemical bond. r·1ore 
drastic chemical effects may take place in the Auger spectrum as a result 
of chemical bonding if the Au~er transitions involve a valence band. 
These effects again \'!ill be described in more detail \"i~h experimental 
data in Chapter V. It may be noted that the energy shifts observed 1n 
Au~er spectra are only indirectly related to the actual shifts in the 
energy level,. 
1.4 Conclusion 
The basic processes along \"ith the other important features of 
secondary electron emission have been described. There are three parameters 
of secondary electron emission \~hich are highly significant. These are 
1) the total secondary electron yield, 
2) the characteristic energy loss phenomenon, 
3) Auger electron emission. 
The simple principles and the other relevant aspects of the technique of 
.~uger electron spectroscopy- which is based on the Auger electron 
emission - have been descri~ed. A revi~'1 of the relevant experimental work 
is presented 1n the ne~t chapter. 
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CHAPTER I I 
~EVIEl' ,)F PREVIOUS EXPERF1HITP.l HORK 
2.1 Introduction 
A lthouqh !I;iI'''~r s~ectroscopy is one of the !"lore recent techni ques 
for surface studies, a considerable amount of experimental ".'ork has already 
been puhlished. The techni~ue has perhaps drawn more attention because 
of the ease \'lith \·,hi'ch existing LEE!) systems can be modified to do 
experimental ~uger analysis, and also because analysis of the data 
obtained is relatively simple. A revie\'/ of the experimental \llork is 
presented in this chapter. T"e experimental \'Iork describing the 
characteristic Auger spectra and the various parameters involved in 
Au~er spectroscopy are given in section 2.2.1. f., comparative study of 
various energy analyserscurrently in use is ~resented in section 2.2.2. 
Recent \'!ork on the characteristic energy losses is described in section 
2.2.3. 
2.2.1 Previous experimental "'ork on Au~er spectroscopy 
As ~entioned in Chapter I, it was lander(l) who first observed 
Auger emission in the study of the energy spectra of the secondary electrons 
from a number of elements. lie su~qested that the identification of the 
AUger ,eaks provided a method for surface analysis. However the sensitivity 
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Fig. 2.1 Auger spectrum of an uncleaned alloy steel as observed 
by Ha rr is (2) . 
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A. fe"1 years after Lander' s (1) paper, Harro\'Jer (23) reoorted the 
Auger spectra of tunosten and molyhdenum. Although he took great care to 
obtain clean surfaces and r:laintained lm,'er base pressures during the 
measurements, there \'/as no improveMent in the sensitivity . . 0. similar 
attempt to observe the Au~er spectra of tungsten, graphae and copper was 
made by Sch~il,"er and Tharn(24). The l"1ain feature of their studies was 
that they, for the first til:te, used a LEED system for energy distribution 
studies. fl.(1ain the limitin('l factor Nas the comparatively 10.,.' sensitivity 
of the method. This 'sensitivity problem' "'as overcome by Uarris(2} I.mO 
demonstrated that a si~nificant increase in sensitivity ~ould be obtained 
if the first derivative of the ener~v distribution was observed, instead 
of the ener~y distribution itself. He used a 1270 velocity analyser, and 
a typical ~u~er spectrum he obtained is sho\'tn in Fig.(2.1}. It is evident 
from the spectrum that poorly defined humps in the energy distribution 
curve become quite large sharp peaks in the differential distribution. 
Using this technique, Harris(2) Nas able to study the surface composition 
of alloys of r'!i and Cu, and various tyoes of steels. He also identified 
several cOl1111on contaminants previously undetectable in the magnitudes 
involved on the 'uncleaned' surfaces. HOI'/ever, he ",as unable to evaluate 
the sensitivity of the method for miniMum amounts of impurity, because 
of se~regation of bulk impurities at the sample surface. A quantitative 
assessment of the sensitivity of the method was reported by Weber and 
Peria (3) \'tho used a LEED system for their studies. They evaporated kno,.,n 
amounts of Cs on 5i and found that quantities as small as one tenth of 
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a monolayer could be detected. The limitinCT factor \'/aS the slope on which 
the Cs Auger peak was superimposed. Althou~h the last limit of th~ 
sensitivity has not yet been fully established, some "!orkers(25,26) have 
reported that amounts ~l% of a monola'yer are oossibly detectable. In Auger 
spectroscopy the information about the surface comryosition depends on the 
depth from which the Au~er rlectrons are ejected. An estimate of the escape 
der>th of Auqer electrons \"as obtained by Palmberg and Rhodin(4). They 
evaporated silver, layer b,vlayer onto a t10ld substrate and observed the 
decay of the 72elf Au I\uger peak and, at the saine time, ~)ui 1 d-u!J of the 
362eV silver Auger peak. The escape depths for 72 and 362eV electrons were 
found to be only 4~ and 8~ resoectively. Similar results have been 
reported by ~harig and Skinner(26) and J~cobi' and Halzl(27). Although 
no absolute calibration of the technique for general applications has yet 
been devised, some absolute calibrations have been obtained in several 
specific cases. "!eber and Johnson(23) found that, by evaporating kno\'m 
amounts of K on Ge, the amnlitud~ of 252eV K Au~er peak increased linearly 
l'/ith the surface covera~e up to a monolayer. Uebbing(29) applied the 
technique of Auger spectroscopy quantitatively to monitor the carbon 
conta~ination on the GaAs-Cs-O. photocathodes. It was found that approx1-
:nately one monolayer of carbon \\las sufficient to reduce the photo yield to 
zero. 
Vrakking and r.1eyer(30) have recently reported that the Auger peak 
height \'/as proportional to the surface coverage up to 1.5 monatomic 
layers. Their calibration involved the measurement of adsorption of Oxygen 
on a silicon surface using ellipsometry. 
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The variation of the .I\uger peak aMpl itude \t/ith the pri:nary energy -
the Auger yield - for a clean surface has been reported by Haas et al. C3l ) 
and Bishop et al. (32). The optiMum primary energy for the maximum ionization 
of the inner shell \'/as found to be some 3 - 4 times the ionization potential 
of the inner shell involved in the Au!:,er transition. This is in agreement 
'1ith the theoretical calculation of Bishop and Riviere(7). However, in 
the case of contaminated surfaces(32) the !,ri~ar" energy for the maximum 
Auger yield is some\"hat higher (about 5 - 6 times the ionization potential 
of the inner shell). Chemical effects such as a shift in the Auqer peak 
of one element on cheM; ca 1 bondi n1 \.Ji ttl anotiler have been reported by 
several \·!orkers(3.3,19,21,34). These effects \',ill be discussed more fully 
i n C~lar>ter ". Other \'Iork on the Auqer soectra of several elements has 
been reported by Palmberg and Rhodin(4), Haas et a1.(31), Bishop et al.(32) 
and Coad and Riviere(35). In general, the spectra of elements in the 
same ~eriod of the Periodic Table are similar, the main difference bein~ 
the energy at \·!hich the Auger peaks appear. 
A brief review describing the basic principles of Auger electron 
emission, the detection techni~ues used for Auger spectra and a discussion 
of the information obtained from the Auger spectra etc., has been published 
by Chan!) (36) . 
2.2.2 Electron energy ana1ysers 
The electron energy analysers presently used in the Auger electron 
spectroscopy are basically of triO types, viz. the retarding field type and 
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Fig. 2.2 Retarding field analyser used by Palmberg and Rhodin(4). 
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cylindrical mirror analyser(37). HO~/ever the retarding field type is the 
most commonly used enerC'v analyser (Fi9.(2.2», since with slight 
modifications it can be adapted from the system used for tEED studies, 
work function and secondary electron yield measurements. The construction 
and operation of this type of analyser is also relatively simole. 
The ener0Y distribution and its derivative are obtained by an electronic 
differentiation method(38). ror sr~all modulation amplitudes, the first and 
second harmonic of the collector current are proportional to the energy 
distribution and Hs first derivative. This can be sho ... m as folloNs: 
If I(V) be the collected current as ~ function of the retarding 
volta~e V, and if the applied modulation signal is K sin wt, then a Taylerls 
series expansion of I(V + K sin wt) can be carried out to give 
I(V + K sin wt) = I(V) + K sin wt II(V) + K2Si2~wtlll(V) + K3si3~wtr"tv)+.oo 
= I(V) + K sin wt II(V) + 2~;!(1 - cos2wt)I"(V) 
+ 4~;! (3s1n wt - sin3wt)111I (V) + . 0 0 
= [I(V) + ¥ I"(V) + £ II Y(V) + •• J 
+ [KII(V) + ¥ 1"1 (V) + ~ IV(V) + .. oJ s1n wt 
- [¥ 1"(V) + , IIY(V) + ~ IV' (V) + o .. J cos2wt 
- [~ 1111 (V) + ~IV(V) + .. oJ s1n3wt + ..... 
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The amplitude of the fundamental frequency is given by 
Al = KI'(V) + (¥) I'" (V) + fu IV(V) + .... (A) 
and that of the second harmonic is 
'\2 = ¥ I"(V) + ~ I'v (V) + ~ IVI{V) + •••• (8) 
In the above equations the higher order tenns can be neglected if K is 
small and then '''1 \'1111 be proportional to 1'(\/) and A2 to III(V). If the 
modulation amplitude K is lar~e enough so that the K3 term in equation (A) 
cannot be ne~ 1 ected, then the fundamenta 1 frertuency \.Ji 11 no longer be ~ iven 
by I'(V), but the second harmonk "'ill still be given by I"{V). Thus a 
relatively larger modulation amplitude may be used when the derivative of 
the enerqy distribution is desired. Ho\,!ever, \OJith large modulation am!)li-
tudes, both the fundamental frequency and the second harmonic become less 
proporti ona 1 to I I (V) and I II (") • 
The manner in \',Ihich the maximum second harmonic current varies 
with the amplitude of modulation, has been reported by Bishop and Riviere(7). 
It ;s found that the current in the second hannonic ",,,11 increase with the 
square of the amplitude of the modulation up to an amplitude of about the 
r.m.s. \·~idth of the Auger peak, and after that it \·';11 flatten off with 
increasing modulation to a constant value. However, large modulation 
amplitudes have an effect on the resolution of the analyser, and are not 
desirable, particularly \'/hen I'feak fine structure in the Auger spectrum 1s 






















The above mentioned ener~y resolution is an important parameter 
of an 0nergy analyser. The resolution RE is usually defined as the 
percentage ratio of the ener~y spread 6E of the collected electrons to the 
energy E of these electrons. Thus 
The resolution of the retarding field analyser principally depends on 
the size of the apertures of the retarding grid and its separation from 
the first grid (Fig.(2.3}). The potential at the centre of a circular 
aperture of diameter d having a field F on one si~e differs by (d/n}F 
from the potential at the edqe. If this field F arises from a potential 
difference V bet1tleen the t\'/o qrids, separated by a distance D, then this 
potential difference is 6V = (d/n}(V/D)(39). The resolution of the 
analyser is then given by RE = ~ =~. The resolution also depends 
on the spot size of the incident beam. Ideally it should be a point 
source of electrons. Howev~r in practice it has finite size. In the 
case of this extended source all the electrons, exce~t those from the 
centre of the source, will have non-radial paths. If v is the velocity of 
the electrons from the centre which arc just transmitted, then the velocity 
of the electrons from the edge of the source '1il1 be vI cos a. The 
fractional difference in energy, (-~), bet~'!een these electrons is 
(1 - cos 2a) : a2 • From Fiq.(2.3} aR ~ r~ 
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The factors which affect the resolution of a retarding field analyser are 
briefly described below. 
a) Field penetration effect· ideally a retardin~ grid should be an 
equipotential surface, but in practice the potential variations may occur 
across each mesh. This results in an ener~y shift of the ~u~er peak and 
also the cut-off may occur at higher energies(16). To miniMise this effect, 
the grids should be made of s~aller mesh size. This is of course limited by 
constructional difficulties. One very practical solution to this problem, 
as suggested by Palmberg(16),isto use t\'10 retardin~ grids connected electri-
cally tortether. 
b) The electrons passing through the first grid suffer divergence at 
each mesh since this grid is usually kept at ground potential. This 
divergence results in resolution degradation and can be minimised by 
reducing the diameter of the first ~rid and making the grid of small mesh 
size. 
c) Deviation of grids from sphericity: these deviations result in 
a non-radial field beb~een the first grid and the retarding grids. The 
trajectories of the electrons in such a field will be non-radial which can 
affect the energy cut-off. 
d) Stray magnetic field; stray magnetic fields can have severe effects 
on the resolution of the eneruy analysers. This effect is shown graphically 
in Fig.(2.4)(40). It follo .. ,s from Fi~.(2.4) that a magnetic field less than 
n.5 gauss will have no effect on the resolution for primary energies 
above lOOeV. Since high primary ener~ies (-1 - 3KeV) are used in Auger 
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spectroscopy, a modest magnetic shieldin~ Serves to eliminate the effect 
of stray magnetic fields. 
The principle of operation of the retardinq field analyser lies in 
the fact that the electrons \'Jith energy less than E (= eV), \,.Ihere V is 
the voltage applied to the retarding grids, do not reach the collector. 
This means that the retardin~ field analyser acts as a high-pass electron 
energy filter. As the retarding volta~e on the ~rids is decreased, the 
number of um'lanted high energy electrons \'/hich can reach the collector 
increases. These electrons only contribute to the background noise and 
thus the signal-to-noise ratio of the analyser is considerably and 
adversely affected. This is the main drawback of retarding field type 
anal'ysers. nne solution to this com!1aratively poor signal-to-noise ratio 
has been suggested by Huchital and Rigden(41). Since for the present 
purpose (i.e. Auger emission) the only electrons of interest in a retarding 
field analyser are those which pass the retarding grids l'lith a minimum 
kinetic energy, Huchital and Ri~den(41) suggest the collection of only 
these s 1 O'.'! electrons by focuss i nq them onto a small isola ted collector. 
This is achieved with a post monochromator. Thus all the undesirable fast 
electrons do not reach the collector. A sketch of the configuration in 
which this effect is achieved is shown 1n Fig.(2.5}. The authors claimed 
to have hiqh resolution (0.05%) \·lith this modified retarding field 
analyser. Jacobi and HHlzl(27) have used a 3600 retarding field analyser 
to study the Auger spectra of thin films. Roth reflected and transmitted 
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be 0.7% and 0.6% for reflection and transmission modes respectively. 
The sensitivity of the retarding field analyser has been evaluated 
by Taylor(40) and Chang(42). The sensitivity limit of detection is 
determined by the lar~est attainable signal-to-noise ratio SIN. For some 
known experimental value of S (','hich is given by AuS'er peak height), the 
limit of sensitivity can be estimated if r'! is kn04:m. In retarding field 
analysers the largest noise source is shot noise, due to high energy 
electrons(40). The shot noise current I is qiven by(43) n ~ 
I = (2eIB)~ 
n 
I'lhere I is the collected current, P. is the bandwidth and e is the electronic 
charge. The maximuM experimental value of signal-to-noise ratio, SIN, 
in the case of clean surface is found to be >5 x 103 (42). The sensitivity 
of the analyser can be increased by increasinQ the collected current, I, 
or decreasing the band\'ddth B. In the first case S ,",ould increase 
proportionally to I, but noise ~.'ould increase only as (I)~. On the other 
hand, a decrease in B results in an increase in the data acquisition time. 
The increase in S can also be attained by using the grazing incidence(16) 
and also by usinQ the optimum primary energy for maximum ionization of the 
inner shells(40). 
The second type of analysers, presently used in Auger spectroscopy, 
are the electrostatic focussing analysers. The most commonly used of this 
type is the 1270 sector analyser of Hughes and Rojansky(44) and is shown 
in Fig.(2.6). If Vo is the applied deflecting potential on the plates 
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of radii Rl and R2, then the electrons of enerqy eV will be refocus sed at 
the exit slit and enter the collector, "!here 
It is clear from the above relation that the energy of the electrons 
passing throu~h the analyser is proportional to the applied deflecting 
potential on the plates. If ~ is the mean radius of the deflection plates, 
and dis the s 1 it ,·Ii dth, then the electrons in an energy range 6. \f wi th mean . 
energy V, able to pass through the analyser is given by 
d 6.V = \I (oR) 
6.V d 
r = 1f 
The collector current, when plotted as a function of deflection voltage, 
gives the energy distribution of the electrons entering the analyser. 
The slit width, d, and the mean radius, ~, of the deflection plates will 
remain constant for a particular analyser. The energy spread 6V is then 
proportional to V and the sensitivity of the analyser increases ,·!ith V. 
The current reachin{' the collector in this case \..,111 be M.6.V. Since the 
collector current in the case of the 1270 analyser gives the energy distri-
bution, its derivative can be obtained by applying an a.c. modulation 
voltage to the deflection plates and detecting the first harmonic of the 
signal at the collector. If K sin wt is the modulation, then carrying out 
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COAXIAL CYLINDRICAL ANALYZER 
Fig. 2.7 The cylindrical mirror analyser(37). 
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is (Jiven by 
If the modulation is sufficiently small, the hinher order terms can be 
neglected, and in this case 31 \"ill be proportional to I"(V). Bishop and 
P.iviere(7) report that for 10\"er modulation amnlitudes the ,'\uger current 
increases linearly but decreases as the square root of the amplitude for 
lar"e modulation values. The Auger current attains its maximum value at 
some intermediate value of the Modulation amplitude. 
Recently Pal~berg et al.(37) have developed a hi~h sensitivity 
cylindrical mirror analyser, and this is shm·m in Fig.(2.7): Like all other 
electrostatic analysers it acts as a band-pass filter and thus collects less 
noise. The principle of the analyser is that electrons leaving a source 
at an angle a form an ima~e of the source at a distance determined by the 
geometry of the analyser. 
If \fa is the voltage applied to the outer cylinder I'ith the inner 
cylinder 0rounded, the electrons leavin(1 the tar~et \·.rith energy eV I,'!ill 
produce a minimum trace \·,idth around the axh of the cylinder because 
of the second order focussin~ prorerty of the analyser. The value of the 
ratio;- is determined by the geometry of the analyser and usually lies 
a 
beb,een 1 and 2. The linearity relationshiP} • constant holds \'!ell belo~1 
a 
1 f)OV • 
The transmission of the analyser 1s about 10% ,-,hfch is nearly equal 
to that of a four ~r;d retarding field analyser and over tlt/O orders of· 
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magnitude higher than that of most velocity C\nalysers(37). The advantage 
of the cylindrical mirror analyser over the retardinq field analyser is 
thus the reduction in shot noise. Chan~(36) estimates that the shot noise 
in the cylindrical mirror is about 100 tim~s less than the retarding field 
device. This qreatly inproved si~nal-to-noise ratio makes it possible to 
disnlay the ,'lurer spectra on an oscil1osco!lE'. The highest attainable 
resolution of ·the analyser for a point source is determined hy 6a (Fig.(2.7» 
and can be varied by chanqino the entrance or exit slit .,..ridth. In practice 
the resolution of the instrument may ",ell be limited by the stray magnetic 
fields if these are not rp.duced helm·' about lOmqauss. The measured 
resolution of the cylindrical nirror analyser of Palmberg et al. (37) \'las 
found to be 1.7%. 
Pessa et al.(45) have used a cylindrical mirror analyser for the 
studies of ~uger spectra. The focussin~ or the minimum trace width is 
obtained at the surface of the inner cylinder instead of axial position. 
"Iith careful design considerations, they have achieved a resolution of 
~O. 06%. Ho\"ever, the authors have observed l\u('!er peaks in the energy 
distribution rather than the differential distribution. Thus the maximum 
available sensitivity of the instrument has not been fully exploited. 
2.2.3 Recent ... ,ork on characteristic energy losses 
Characteristic energy loss spectra of elements ann some compounds 
have been studied by many \'lOrkers using several methods in both transmission 
through films and reflection from surfaces. Reviews on the subject have 
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been nublished by Klemperer and Shepherd(46) and Raether(47). Some of the 
more recent reflection type \\Iork is described in this section \~hich is 
relevant to the \'Iork described on Auger spectroscopy. SCheibner and Tharp(24) 
reported the energy loss spectra of sin~le crystals of tun~sten, !lraphite ' 
and copl)er. 
One important feature of their work was an attempt to give a 
characterisation of the surfaces !1ith lEED studies. The measured losses 
are attributed to surface plasmons, bulk ~l~snons and interband transitions. 
Surface and bulk plasmon losses in tungsten ",ere identified by observing. 
the cha nge in the re 1 at i ve i ntens i ties of the pea ks "Ii th the pri rna ry 
energy. The extreme sensitivity of the surface loss to impurity presence 
has been demonstrated by Palmberg and others(48.21). Palmberg showed 
that IIIhen a monolayer of ila was deposited on the clean Ge surface, the 
surface loss disappeared and a nel'! loss peak appeared at 10\'Ier energy. 
This would be expected accordin9 to the theoretical prediction of Stern and 
Ferrel (10). However, an additional ne\'/ loss !,eak just above the oriqina1 
value of the surface loss was also observed, and has been attributed to a 
'shifted surface loss' by the author. 
POl'/el1(49) has compared the ener(1,y loss spectra from the liquid 
and solid phases of the sar.le metal in the case of A1, Bi and Au. The 
anru1ar variations in t~e relative intensities of surface and bulk losses 
have been observed particularly in the case of liquid Al. Ho\,/ever the 
results were r~corded with a ~ase pressure =10-6 torr and the possibility 
of surface contaminations may not be discounted. In the case of silver 
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there are a variety of interpretations of the 4eV 1055(50,51). Seah(52) has 
recently interryreted this loss as due to hulk plasmons. However, no loss 
peak has been attributed to that 'correspondinQ ' surface loss. In this 
connection some preliminary recent experiments by the author on a single 
crystal of silver indicate that the loss at ahout 4eV(3.8 ± D.2e") in 
silver may \'lell be a surface plasmon loss and that one at 7.5eV can be 
interpreted as a bulk loss. Support for this identification ca~e from 
chanqi n9 the prir·lar.v energy from 150e\f to 470eV and ohserving the relative 
amplitudes of the t\·'o peaks. The results indicated that at 150eV the 
amp1 itude of -4e" loss ''las about three times larger than that of the 
7.5eV peak. However at 470eV the amplitude of the 7.5eV peak was roughly 
t~fice the amplitude of -4e" loss. This ",ould be expected due to the greater 
penetration of the higher energy electrons. r10reover in another recent 
paper Seah(53) has suggested that 4eV loss in silver is a surface loss . 
. Il.lso more recent \'/ork 1n this laboratory seems to confirm the above 
identification. In this case the identification 1s based on the amplitude 
dependence of these loss peaks on the anqle of incidence of the primary 
beam. Energy loss studies of I/anadium and vanadium oxide have been reported 
by Fiermans and Venn1k(54). In the case of vanadium oxide, the inter-
pretation of the results 1s based on the assumption that the valence 
electrons of the material split into two groups, each showin~ collective 
oscillations. A number of energy loss peaks have been observed in vanadium 
and interpreted as due to surface and bulk plasmon ~osses and their multiples 
and combinations. It may be pointed out, h~,ever, that the ."uger spectro-
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scopic studies of V and V{'S by the authors(55) revealed that chlorine \I/as 
present on the V205 surface and a strong sulphur peak alon~ ~ith a carbon 
peak confirmed the presence of these elements in the vanadium surface. 
The effect of these impurities on plasmnn losses, particularly on the 
surface loss, must have heen severe. ~oss and 810tt(56), and Jenki~ 
and Chun~(22) have reported the energy losses of copper and these will 
be discussed more fully in Chapter IV. 
2.3 Conclusion 
Some of the recent published work on various aspects of Auger 
spectroscopy have been reviewed and the different parameters involved 
have been discussed in the light of the exrerimental results. It may be 
remembered that the subject is still in its infancy and that most of the 
work to date is largely of a qualitative nature, since much data regarding 
the Auger spectra of clean surfaces of several elements is not yet 
available. ··Juch theoretical ",ork needs to be done. Some work has also 
been done on the quantitative ap~licdtions of the technique. Of the 
various energy ana1ysers, the retardin~ field type has probably been the 
most used since it could easi ly be adapted fror.l LEEO systems and these 
"/ere available in several laboratodes \,'hen the technique became known. 
The superior signa1-to-noise ratio of the more recently adopted cylindrical 
mirror analyser, ho~·,ever, makes it ideal for rapid observations. ./\ very 
brief survey of the recent \'Iork on the characteristic energy losses 
indicates that more work is required - oreferab1y in conjunction with Auger 
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spectroscopy - to establish the pos;t;ons of surface and bulk plasmon 
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. 
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CHl\PTER. I I I 
EXPERIi·1ENTAL APPARATUS AND NETHOOS 
3.1 Introduction 
For any meaninofu1 studies of the secondary electron emission 
properties of r~teria1s: it is necessary that all the exp~riments sh~u1d 
be performed in the contal:lination free ultra hi0h vacuum environments. 
This is because the emission pro~erties are extremely sensitive to 
surface contamination. The details of the ultra hi~h vacuum system employed 
for the present investigations are described in this chapter. 
The technique of the Au~er and enero'y loss spectroscopy is based on 
the ener9Y analysis of the secondary electrons. For this purpose a three 
grid retardin(1 field analyser alonq '.'.'ith an appropriate detection system 
v!as constructed. The construction details of the analyser and the circuits 
of the detection system are included in this chapter. 
3.2 Experimental Apparatus 
3.2.1 The UHV exPerimental chamber 
The experimental apparatus used for the present investigations is 
schematically shown in FiC!.{3.l}. It consists of a cylindrical chamber 
made of stainless steel type n!513E "/ith low carbon content, and has inner 
diameter of 6" and height 8". The chamber has got seven appenda~es which 
can be used for example for such things as an electron gun, target 
Fig. 3.2 
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manipulator, molecular gun, sample heater, viewing port and electrical 
feedthroughs for makin!,:, electrical connections. Initially the chamber "!as 
cleaned chemically, but later on mechanical cleaning by "glass beading" was 
found quite satisfactory and much easier. In addition it left the surface 
free from acid and other contaminants. The procedure used for chemical 
c 1 eani n~ is bri efly as fo 11 Ol>'S: 
1) A wash in carbon tetrachloride. 
2) After drying, a tV/O minute dip in a hot solution of sodium hydroxide. 
3) A ri nse in hot ,.rater. 
4) A dip in 50% concentrated solution of hydrochloric acid. 
5) A final rinse in cold ,.rater and dry air treatment, fo1lo\'!ed by air 
bake at 3500C. 
After the cleaning the chamber \'/as leak tested "lith a mass s!,ectrometer 
leak detector (20th century). A photographic vie\" of thp. main chamber is 
shown in Fig.(3.2). 
3.2.2 Pumping scheme 
It is \·rell kno\,'n(57) that vacuum systems !1uMped by rotary and 
diffusion pumps are usually contaminated by the back-strea~ing of the pump 
oi 1, ~·!hich fonns a polymeri sed fi 1m on the surface under investigation. 
It is therefore hi~hly desirable not to use these pumps \'men the properties 
characteristic of the clean surface are under investigation. For this 
reason sputter ion pumps were employed for continuous pumping of the vacuum 
system. "'ith the use of these pumps, it has !1roved possiblp. to maintain a 
solid surface in an environment in \·",ich r.tinimum monolayer formation times 
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are of the order of severa 1 hours or even days. ,a, sorpti on pump and t\'!O 
sputter ion pumps \'Jere used to pump the vacuum system. The sorption pump 
\'/as capable of pumrin~ dm'ln the \'Jhole system from atmos~heric nressure to 
the 10- 3 torr necessary to start snutter ion pumps. The sorption pump 
contains a processed mixture of aluminium an~ silicon oxides, generally 
known ~s molecular sieve. This material hac; the property of sorbing air 
molecules to/hen cooled. The sorbed air is rel~ased ~'!hen the material is 
\"armed up to room temperature. 
To achieve ultra high vacuum, 8t/sec and 140t/sec sputter 
ion pum!')s \"ere used. Unfortunately the 8 t/sec pump Nas found to be a 
livery slow starter ll • T:,is slol" startin". effect ~"as believed to be due to the 
accumulation of heavy hydrocarbons, ,·~ater vapours etc., inside the pump and 
was cured by chemical cleanin~ of the pump. The cleaning method used is 
briefly described belm·,. 
1) A wash in carbon tetrachloride. 
2) A blo minute "'ash in hot solution of sodium hydroxide follo\o',ed by a 
hot Nater rinse. 
3) A dip in 50% strong solution of h~ldrofluoric acid. 
4) p. dip in potassium cyanide solution prepared in water ~'1ith a small 
amount of potassium hydroxide arlded to it. 
5) A v.'ash in de-ionized "later. 
6) A rinse in methanol followed by air bake at 350°C. 
After the cleaning the pump I'!as bakeod under vacuum (at 350oC) and '~as leak 
tested after the bake. 
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This small 8 'llsec pump was employed to pum!') the section connecting 
the Cluadrupole Mass spectrometer to the main chanber. The 140 llsec pump, 
connected to the main chaMber throu(lh a connectinq tube of (:I" diameter, 
provide~ rapid pumpin~ of the rnain chaMber, the large diameter of the 
connecting tube makin~ it possible to achieve maximum throughput. 
In a sputter ion pump the pumpin0 effect is 'realised' by !~laintaining a cold 
cathode discharqe in a ma~netic field and producin0 a fresh reactive surface 
of getter metal (~enera11y titanium), by sputtering. The trappin~ of 
neutral qas atoms and molecules on the anode surface by the sDuttered 
titanium, is the principal pumping effect. Inert gases like ar~on and 
helium are pumoed by ion burial in the cathode. Hydrogen is also pumped 
in this "Iay because it sputters poorl'y) but penetrates the cathode readily 
(because of its small ion size). Since the ion current is proportional 
to the pressure, the pump control unit can be used for measuring the 
pressure in the vacuum systeril. Hm·/ever, this can be done reasonably 
accurately onh in the ~ressure ran~e of 10-8 torr. To measure lower 
pressures a Sf type tri£!1ered dischar~e gau~e \'!as used. This device is 
capable of measuring pressures up to 1n-12 torr. The gauge ;s has;cally a 
very small Penning type gau!Je, \'lith an additional filament to trigger the 
discharge off at 10\Oler pressures, if necessary. A quadrupole mass spectro-
meter \o!as also connected to the vacuum system, but it ".'as of no use at 
pressures bel 0\" 10-8 torr, since it dilj not have an integral electron 
multiplier. 
Co 11 ector 
Fig. 3.3 
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3.2.3 The retardin9 field analyser 
The retardin~ field analy~er used for the energy analysis of the 
secondary electrons I.'.'as hasically a three grid system and is sho\-," in 
Fig.(3.3). The hemispherical collector ~as made of stainless steel and had 
a diameter of 5". It I-las connected to the top flanr'e of th~ main chamber 
throuah insulated ceramic connectors. Inside the collector were the 
three hemispherical tun0sten grids, Gl , G2 and G3, of diameters' 2.5
11
,4.011 
and 4.25;: res!,>ectively. The ~lrids Nere held together alonr "'ith the 
collector via ceramic connectors. ~ hole of diameter i" was made in the 
centre of the ~rid assemf)ly to allow the electron beam to strike the sample, 
positioned at the c~ntre of curvature, at nor~al incidence. The ~rids 
each had a transmission of -85% and mesh density 64 x 64 ,:eshes/sq. in. 
The co.nstruction method used for these qrids \,'as very simple. The tungsten 
mesh '."as laid over a round hottom flask of the desired diameter, held inverted 
in a retort stand. The mesh "las then fastened by a ring of nickel wire 
\"hose diameter ~·.'as fractionally big~er than that of the flask. After 
stretching the mesh inside the rin!), they "'ere welded together Nith a hand-
I,'elder. '.'hen removed from the flas~'.:; the grid \'las usually stiff enough to 
retain the hemispherical shape and there \'/8S thus no need of any electro-
plating, a method \A/hich can be used to stiffen ~dd structures (58) . 
3.2.4 The electron ~un 
A '1ullard type DG7-32 electron gun "/as used to provide the beam of 
pdmary electrons (Fig. (3.4)). The beam t'/as generally allo",ed to strike the 
sampl~ surfa~~ a~ norm~l inciden~e althou~h an~les of incidence up ~o 45° 
Fig. 3.4 
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could be used. The qun '.'!as focussed electrostatically and had electrostatic 
X and Y deflection f)lates. These nlates '·/ere used to position the electron 
beam at the centre of the sample, or '·'herever was necessary for maximum 
resolution of the analyser. It was found that the ~un could be operated 
satisfactnrily in the yoltac:'p. ranop. of If)n to 2.5VV. It used a re!11aceable 
oxide coated cathode. The cathode volta!"e \'laS sU!Jp1 ied by a hiqh1y 
stabilised pO\'Jer supply (Fluke 413c). T::e filar:lent supply (6.3V, O.3amps) 
\~'as ;;erived fror.t a cflr battery. The above ~un coul d !lrovide beam currents 
of about 8f) I'1i croamps at 2K". Thi s current \'laS de!)enrient on the gun cut-off 
characteristic ,"hich \'.'as 1etermined by the position of the cathode assembly 
"lith respect to the control grid of the ~un. In practice this could be 
ad';usted sli3htly and "lith patience a high current (-80llA) could be obtained. 
The spot size \lIas usually ahout a millimeter dependinC1 on the focussin~ 
conditions. The 9un I"as surrounded ~y a stainless steel shield to stop 
stray electrons reaching directly to the collector. An identical electron 
~un, operated by the same control unit, was mounted outside the vacuum 
system, to check the spot size. Before taking any measurements, the cathode 
of the electron !Jun \I'as activated SlOl,,1y. This activation \I'as essential 
for pro~er functioning of the cathode. 
,l\lthough the energy analyser and the qun assembly was Jllounted inside 
the non-magnetic main chamber, still there was a strong stray magnetic field 
due to the large ma~nets of the 140 t/sec ion ~ump. A stray ma9netic field 
can severely affect the resolution of an analyser as pointed out recently 
by Taylor(40). In order to eliminate t.his highly undesirable effect, a pair 
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of 'netic' and 'co-netic' sheets \'las used as shielding materhl. This 
combination \'las best suited since the 'netic' has low penneabi1ity but high 
saturation density, ,,'hile the 'co-netic' has lower saturation density but 
hi~her permeability. This arran~ement serverl to reduce the field intensity 
sufficiently «<1 gauss) so that there was~ in practice, no effect on the 
resolution for ~rimary eneroies above lOOeV. 
3.3 Experimental ~ethods 
3.3.1 The detection method 
The technique used for the ener~y analysis of the ~econdary 
electrons \,'as in many '-fays similar to the one desribed by Palmberg and 
Rhodin(l!·) and !'!eber and Peria(3) arid ~'Ias based on the electronic differ-
entiation method of Leder and Simpson(3B). The retarding field curve 
obtained by rlottin~ the collector current a~ainst the retardin~ voltage 
was differentiated electronically. This ,·/as done by superimposing a 
small a.c. voltage (at a frequency of ~erhaps a fe\'! kHz) on the potential 
ap~lied to the retarding grid. The collector current then contained an 
a.c. component at the modulation frequency \·,hich could be amplified and 
detect~d. For sn~ll values of the a.c. modulatin~ voltage, the first 
hannonic of the collector current (a.c. com!,>onent) "'as then proportional 
to the first cierivative of the retardin~ field plot, i.e. it ':~as proportional 
to the enerQY distribution function. The second harmonic of this si~nal 
(a.c. component of the collector current) ",!as proportional to the second 
derivati¥e of the retarding field plot, that is the first derivative of the 
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energy distribution, sometir.les referred to as the differential distribution. 
Although the method of electronic differentiation ap~ears to be simple in 
principle, in ~ractice the extrnct;on of the first and second harmonic 
signals can hecome somel."hett complicated. 
In a conventior,Jl three nrid system, usualb the first and the 
third arids are kert at grounrl !,!otential» and the cf'dulatin'; a.c. voltage 
along with the retarriin~ voltage are a!'lplied to the middle "rid. This 
arrangement is useful in oreler to eliminate the inevitable capacitative 
coupl in!,] betueen the retarding grid and the collector, but ht-s a com!"ara-
tively poor resolution and causes an energy shift particularly at higher 
rdITlaryener(":ies(16). This is because the retardinf Clrid 1's not an equi .. 
potential surface as ~ointed out earlier (section 2.2.2), as there are 
potential variations across the s!,ace bet':'een the '·tires fonning a particular 
mesh. The effect can of course be rJir';~lised by reducinC! the mesh size. 
However, OI':in~ to ti'e li.:itations of the mesh size and transmission 
considerations, the reduction of the mesh size is not possible practically. 
The inprovenent in resolution and ener9Y shift can be achieved if the 
retardin~ v~ltare is applied to the t~~ grids connected electrically 
together as sIJ!1gested by Palmre~16). This means that altogether four 
~rids are used, such that the first and fourth grids are eart~ed and the 
second and third to~ethp.r as retardinn ~r1ds. ~ disadvanta~e of this 
cop~bination is that with the increased number of arids, the transmission 
of the analyser is effectively 10\·Jered. 
FIG 3·5 
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3.3.2 A.C. hridge c~rcu4t 
For better transl;1ission it is desirable to use three 9rids in all. 
The first one is earthed and the second and the third together are used 
as retardincl grids. This combination produces a rather large capacitative 
pick-up signal (at the modulatin0 freouency) at the collector due to the 
increased capaci ty bet,'!een the retardi nC) gri ds and the collector. 
For the extraction of the first and second harmonic signal, this spurious 
signal must be el iminated other\'!ise the amnHfier of the detection system 
\·1ill be swamped by this un\l!anted si~nal. In order to extract the first 
harmonic, that is to observe the ener£y distribution, an a.c. bridge 
circuit (Fig.{3.5)), \'!as desi~ned to neutralls~ the capacitatively coupled 
signal. 0ne arm of the bridge ... ,as formed by the collector and the retarding 
grids. The pick-u!J si~nal ",as tuned out by "alancin!! the bridge. 
3.3.3 Tuned load 
To observe the differential distribution which is the second 
derivative of the retarding field ~lot. the ~etection of the second harmonic 
is required. Usually the a.c. component of t~ie collector current is passed 
through a resistive load of the order of lf40 and the voltage dev,eloped 
across it, is then amplified. ~ large voltaqe can only be achieved if the 
load resistance is large. Powever, very large values cannot be used because 
of the stray capacitance and increased Johnson noise. In addition, the 
collector current has a large signal at the modulatinr frequency and a 
smaller one at the second harmonic. This means that the voltage developed 
across the load resistor \·1111 be larger at the modulating frequency. 

























This could overload the elE'ctrOlT'eter of the detection system and extraction 
of the desired second hannonic ':.'ould become difficult. One simple way to 
overcome the difficulties :Jention!d above is to use a tuned load. 
The tuned load used in the present "'ork \'las sir.'!!)ly a parallel resonant 
circuit and is shm"n in Fi9.(3J). It ",as tuned to a frequency b,ice the 
r'lOdulation frequency. The resonance i1redance of this loa(! t'/as about 1"10 
but the impedance at the modulation freouency \'!as quite 10111. This gave 
a ~ood rejection of the um·!anted sinnals at the fundamental frequency. 
A hi~her resonance impedance (1080) and rej~ction ratio could be achieved 
by using special ferrite "ot core inductors. 
3.3.4 Filter circuits 
Although the level of the un'·/anted siQnal ~'!as sufficiently 10Y/ered 
by the tuned load, it \'Ias virtually elir.;inated by means of a two stage 
filter. The first sta~e consisted of a passive filter Iflhich re,jected the 
fundamental frequency. It em'lloyed a usual blin tee circuit~ and is shm.,n 
in Fig.(3.7). The second stage consisted of an active filter circuit as 
shO\.,n in Fia. (3.8). This used a hi~h Qain o!,erational ampHfiar (709). 
The circuit Nas designed to accent and amplif.v the second hannonic 
com!,ollent only. 
For a measurement of the derivative of the energy distribution 
(differential distrihution) it is essential that the voltage applied to 
the reference channel of the phase sensitive detector should be at a 
frequency t\',;ce that applied to the retarding grids. This ','.las derived from 
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Fig.(3.9). Since only a fraction Of the !:1odulation voltage was required for 
the reference, a step-dONn (2:1) transformer was used to limit the 
amplitude of the reference siQna1. 
In viel" of the fact that th: second harmonic of the collector 
current is extracted for the differential distributi('ln~ it is very 
important not to have a second harmonic distortion on the modulation 
voltage. The a.C. modulation voltafle for the nresent Nork !"as derived from 
a signal generator (Advance) \'hich did have some second harmonic distortion 
This was reduced to a negli~i~le level ~y ~lacin1 a filter circuit -
thou0h a tuned trans former (s te~l!"') lilay hav~ been better - between the 
signal generator and the retardinr grids. The filter circuit is sho\,1n 
in Fig. (3.10) and \'/as tuned to reject bJice the modulation frequency. 
3.3.5 Pumpinr, procedure 
The pum"ing procedure cun be clescri b9d briefly as follows. The 
vacuum system I',as sealed after checking all the electrical connections inside 
the syster.l. ll.1so special care '"las ah1ays taken to align the tar~et with 
the analyser at an optimum position for hit'her resolution of the analyser. 
Both the bakeable and viton taps \"ere then closed. The sorption pump 
... /as cooled by liquid nitro!;en contained in a d~!ar. After a few minutes 
both the taps ... !ere opened slo\'/lv. .~t this sta~~ the sorfltion pump pUlllped 
the "'hole system and the pressure "/as measured by a Pirani gauge connected 
in the roughing line. !'!hen the !lressure in the system \'/as ahout lO-3torr. 
which could be usually achieved in about 15 minutes, the sputter ion pumps 
\4fere then switched on. Once the pum!Js started, the pressure "in the system 
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fell rapidly. At this stage both the taos \.!ere closed and the ~ressure \,'as 
measured by a triggered dischar~e ~aune. The pump control units could also 
be used to !'!leasure the c·ressure. I!hen the pressure reached the lO-7torr 
range (usually it took an hour or 50) t~,e system I.'!as then leak checked by 
sprayin~ hydrogen around the joints and observin0 the change in rressure on 
a chart recorder or meter of the control unit of the tricgerad discharge 
gauge. ~fter about 24 hours the pressure in t~e system ~as usually about 
lO-Storr. The quadrur:ole mass s!)ectrorr-eter \I'as used for a final leak check • 
. ~fter the bake out of the vacuum systeM~ a rressl!re in the ranne of 10- 10 
torr was achieved. 
3.3.6 Sa~"le preparation 
Initially solid sam!)les \'/ere used for the optimization of the 
analyser. During the Auger measurements the sample surfaces \'Iere found to 
be contaminated 1n almost all cases. Usually observed contaminants ~Iere 
carbon, sulphur and oxygen. Although oxygen could be removed by sample 
heatinr" it \'Ias found almost impossible to remove carbon permanently, 
presumably because of se!1reg.ation of this element on to the sample surface. 
One effective way of removinr such contaminants is to use an argon ion 
bombardment technique(59). This method could not be used since the diode 
sputter ion pumps are knm'!n to ha'Ie poor pumping speed for argon. 
Under these circumstancas, the most suitable method to obtain clean surfaces 
,,,as to evaporate the materials in ultra hi~h vacuum environments. Thus all 
the samples vere evaporated in the form of thick films, usually on glass 
substrates. BO\'lever, in some cases the stainless steel substrates "Jere 
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Schematic diagram of the apparatus used 
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Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for obtaining the Auger spectra. 
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also used. 
3.3.7 eEL measurements 
The exneritnental scheme used to observe the characteristic energy 
losses is shm-In in Fig. {."3.ll}. First of all the :'iodulation voltage ",as 
aplJlied to the grids r,2 and r.3 and the pick-up signal vias tuned out by 
adjustin!,! the C1 and C2 capacitors in the bridge circuit. r:,e electrometer 
amplifier ~-.'as used in the differential mode. The retarding voltage t"as 
applied to G2 and G3. A blocking capacitor ",as placed beb/een the 
r~tarding grids and the si~nal generator. In order to suppress the 
tert;ary emission from the collector, it ~'!as kert at +15f)V .. The retarding 
volta~e vIas scanned by using :1\ fifteen turn helipot driven by a variable 
speed r:1otor. The output of th~ electrometer a!1j~lifier Nas fed into a nha!ie 
sensitive detector. The phase of the reference signal ':Ias checked on the 
oscilloscope. ~ fraction of the s~een voltage and the output of the phase 
sens i tive detector ,,'ere fed to the .)( and Y chan.,el s of the XV recorder. 
The energy loss voltages '!!ere measured accurately \'!ith a digital voltmeter. 
Usually the enerqy losses were observed on an expanded scale by scannin~ the 
hir,h energy end of the distribution curve onl\'. Throughout the measurements, 
the target and the first grid were ke~t at rround potential. 
3.3.8 Auqer spectra meaSIJrements 
r. schematic dia~ram for observing the Auger spectra is shown 1n 
Fig.(3.l2). The collector current was fed to a tuned load - tuned to a 
frequency twice that of the modulation signal. The voltage s1gna1 developed 
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across the tuned load 11as aQolied to the electrometer amolifier via a 
. . . 
capacitor to block the ~.c. bias on the collector - this bias of about +60V 
\I!as suffici::-nt to suepress the maiority of tertiary electrons frop the 
collector. The amplified siqnal was then fed into a two stare filter and 
then this filter output was fed to the nhase sensitive detector. The soectra 
could be displayed on an XV recorder by anolying the sIffeep voltage and the 
P~1 output to the X and Y channels of the recorder. Usually it took about 
20-25 minutes to plot tl~e entire eneray spectra from O··lOO'JeV. 
3.4 Conclusion 
The detailC3 of the experil:1ental apparatus and technique have been 
described and discussed. In particular, the r.lain features of t!1e drcuitry 
designed to obtain the derivative of the energy distribution are described. 
A des;(1n of the three ttrid system for better resolution and pick-uD 
neutralisins circuit have also been discussed. The ~erformance of the 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Introduction 
Experimental results obtained \'/ith the retarding field analyser 
described in the previous chapter are presented in this chapter. 
Pre 1 imi nary measurements ~lere made to assess the performance of th~ 
analyser in terms of resolution and sensitivity. For this purpose Auger 
electron and energy loss s!,ectra of zrC and TiC "'ere studied. These results 
are presented in section 4.2. 
In section 4.3, Auger electron and ener~y loss spectra of clean 
copper and ~old surfaces are described. A comparison of these results is 
made in section 4.4, ~·dth those obtained from copper black and gold black. 
4.2 Preliminary Results 
Auger electron spectra and characteristic energy losses of ZrC and 
TiC samples were investi~ated to assess the operating characteristics 
such as resolution and sensitivity of the analyser. To observe the Au~er 
, 
spectra, the first derivative of the energy distribution curve was plotted. 
The1\uger peak energi es '..,ere measured from zero energy to the maximlJl1 
negative slope of the peak. This position, of course, \~uld not correspond 
to the actual position of the peak maximum in the energy distribution, but 
it is the most readily identifiahle feature in the differential distribution. 
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HOI'Iever, the characteristic energy losses \'Iere observed in the energy 
distribution curve and the loss peaks were measured \'Jith respect to the 
primary peak. LO\'ler modulation amplitudes of the sinusoidal a.c. voltage 
",ere used where the primary interest \'/as to observe the fi ne structure 
under optimum resolution conditions, and relatively larger modulations were 
applied It!here the aim ".las to achieve maximum sensitivity. The frequency 
of the modulating voltage was kept at 1050 Hz and usually a 1 second time 
constant was used on the P.S.D. (phase sensitive detector). Primary beam 
angles of incidence up to 450 could be used but generally normal incidence 
\'!as used. The primary energy, the primary beam current and modulation 
voltages used are given with each spectrun. In addition where a primary 
beam incide~ce other than normal is used, the angle of incidence is also 
given. In Auper s!lectra measurements, sometimes it "~las ,found necessary to 
reduce the ~ain of the electrometer amplifier to observe the low energy 
Auger peaks. In such cases this reduction factor is given for a particular 
spectrum. 
The samples could be heated if necessary by a 1000 Hatt projection 
lamp filament. The filament was held just below the sample and could be 
used in addition for internal baking of the vacuum system. "'hen the samples 
were cleaned by the electron bombardment method, this filament also served 
as a source of electrons. In this case the sam!)le was kept at a high 
positive potential. All the measurements were made at a base pressure 
in the low 10-10torr ran~e. 
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One of the main purposes of these preliminary investigations was to 
observe the operating characteristics of the analyser (such as resolution 
and sensitivity). The resolution of the instrument is demonstrated in 
Figs. (4.9) and (4.3b). The measured Ihalf I.'!idth l (llE) of the elastic 
peak for a primar'y energy (E) of 1000eV is about 2eV. This gives an 
instrumental resolution (~E/E) of n.2%. Although this resolution could 
perhaps be improved, it is still excellent for .A.u!:,er spectroscopic studies 
since the Auger peaks are usually 2-10eV wide. The shape of the slow peak 
is ShOl'Jn in Fig. (4.3b). The primary ener!1Y in this case \'Jas 1.5KeV. 
The peak is quite synmetrica1 and narrO\·/ (peak-to-peak half ~·';dth only :'3eV) 
indicating the high resolution of the analyser. The high transmission (-61%) 
and greater collection efficiency (larger angle of collection 1800 ) of the 
present analyser have greatly enhanced its sensitivity. This is evident 
from Figs. (4.3a) and (4.6). Fig. (4.6) also shO\'/s the increased 
sensitivity when the differential distribution is plotted instead of the 
energy distribution. 
4.2.1 Auger spectra of ZrC and TiC 
zrC 
The sample investigated \'laS a mechanically polished zrC circular 
disc of diameter 111. Fig. (4.1) shows an Auger electron spectrum of this 
sample in the energy range O-SSOeV, for a primary energy of 1.SKeV. 
In addi tion to the peaks \'!hich could be attributed to Zr and carbon, a 
relatively large peak just above 500eV is also seen in the spectrum. 
This peak is identified as due to oxygen. In an attempt to remove o~gen 
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from the surface t the samp1 e \'Ias heated up to ~250oC. The Auger spectrum 
taken immediately after the heat treatment is shown in Fig. (4·.2). 
Only three main peaks are observed in the spectrum. The third and new 
one appeared at l48eV. ~IO peaks could be detected below 148eV. The saMple 
\'Jas then flashed to -800DC by electron bombardment. The spectrum recorded 
inmediate1y after"'ards is sholt'" in Fig. (4.3a). A 1arqe peak at 270el/ 
and a small one at 23ge\l are the rna in features of the spectrum. .f!. new 
peak at l8eV is also ,just resolved. fa other peaks which .could be 
attributed either to Zr or oxy~en as seen in the previous spectra, \'/ere 
detected. Fig.(4.3b) sholtIS the 510\·, peak, due to true secondary electrons 
created by 1.5KeV primary electrons. The Measured half-I:!idth (peak-to-peak) 
of this peak is only -3eV. I"hen small modulation voltage \·,as used, there 
was some evidence for the existence of a peak at about 253e" as shown in 
Fig.{4.4). 
tiC 
An Auger s~ectrum of a heavily contaminated TiC sample is shown in 
Fig.(4.5). This spectrum 1"as taken after heating the sample up to "'4000C. 
The two main peaks seen in the s~ectrum occur at about 270 and l50eV and 
are believed to be due to carbon and sulphur respectively. The smaller 
peaks occur at 137, 186, 223, 241 and 291eV. Further heating of the sample 
did not produce any change in the spectrum. A comparison of the Auger 
peaks observed in the energy distribution and differential distribution is 
sho\'In in Fi(1. (4.6). 
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4.2.2 Characteristic ~nerQy loss Soectra of ZrC and TiC , 
Zrr. 
The energy loss s~ectrum of ZrC "las taken after the final heating 
of the sa:TJple and is shOl,'n in Fiq.(4.7). A primary energy of 400eV 
~~s used in t~is case. The ener0Y loss peaks occur at 6s 26 and 52eV. 
TiC 
The characteristic ener~v loss spectra of a contaminated TiC sample 
are shol"n in Figs.(4.8) and (4.9) for primary ener0ies of 470 and lOOOeV. 
The observed loss peaks occur at n, 26 and S2eV. 
4.2.3 Discussion 
The Auger peaks arising from Zr, C and from other elements present 
as contaninants are listed and identified in Table 4.1. The calculated 
ener9Y and the transition involved are also given. For calculations of 
the l\uCler transition ener(1ies, the fonnula of Burhop(15) \·!as used. 
(see Chapter I, section 1.3.1). The fOn":lula can be "'ritten in the general 
form as follo\,'s 
The ener£,v values of a torni c ener~y 1 eve 1 s for these ca 1 cul a ti ons \'!ere taken 
from the X-ray ener~y level data reported by Bearden and Burr(60). 
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Table 4.1 
Auger peak energies of Zr, C and other elements present 
as contaminants on ZrC surface 
Element Transition Calculated enerlJY Observed p.nerQ'y 
(eV) (eV} 
Zr r.1SNl N2, 3 95 91 
r14Nl~!2,3 97 
MSN2,3N2,3 117 114 
f1 \1 'I 
' 41.2,3"'2,3 119 
t~5N1 V 126 
Not resolved 
r~4N1 V 128 
r,1 5N2,3" 148 143 
r~ 'I V 
'41'2,3 lSO 152 ? 
MSV V 174 
169 
r~4v V 176 
C K L2,3L2,3 267 270 
K L1L2,3 2S8 253 
K L1L1 243 239 
0 K V V 516 507 
K L1V 500 487 
K L1Ll 477 470 
S L2,3V V 149 148 
Ar L3!42, 3r~2, 3 215 212 
L i'11r~2, 3 203 201 
Lf11Ml 186 187 
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The aC]reement between the ca 1 cu1 a ted and t:,e observed Auger energi es is 
qener311y good. However the calculated valuas are usually a fel" volts 
higher than the observed values since the ",ork function of the suppressor 
grid is not taken into account and consequently all measurements are 
relative to the Fermi level. 
The identificatio:1 of the observed f.u?cr peaks is straightfor":.lard 
in most cases, the excertion being among so~e of the minor peaks. In the 
Auger spectrum of ZrC, the AUger peaks arisinCl from Zr \'.'ere observed only 
before heating the samQle (Fi n (4.1)). The Auner peaks at 91, 114, 143 and 
16geV are identified as due to Zr. These energy values are in agreement 
I'lith those reported by P?as et al. (31) except for a small difference in 
energy values presumably due to the difference in the bindin9 energies of 
the energy levels in the Zr element as opposed to th~ of Zr in ZrC. 
It may be remarked that instead of one peak near l50e" as 
reported hV Haas et a1. (31), b'o peaks at 143 and 152eV "Jere resolved (i .e. 
a separation of geV). I\ltl10Ugh one is tempted to allocate both these peaks 
to Zr as arising from the ionization of the r·14 and f45 shells, respectively, 
this seems to be doubtful since the energy separation of the M4 and r1S 
energy levels in Zr is knm'!n to be only 2.4eV(60). Alternatively, the peak 
at lS2eV may be due to sulphur, a1thouqh this identification cannot be 
made with certainty since a peak believed to be due to sulphur appeared at 
148eV after heating the sample UI) to ~2S()oc (Fir. (4.2». ,~part from the 
carbon and oxygen Auger peaks, there are three barely resolved peaks at 
187, 201 and 2l2eV. These ma,v be due to ArQon, the ener~ies of the possible 
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transitions involved are 136 (L3i'1:11)' 2n3 (L3r~1:'12,3)and 215 (L 3 12,3J'.12,3)· 
r'lil d heati n~ of the samp1 e did not affect the oxyC'en and carbon 
~uger ~eaks but all the ~uger peaks identified as due to Zr disappeared. 
In addition a medium size sulphur peak e~ierDed at 143eV. Both carbon and 
su1Dhur(2) are knol"n to se~renate on to th~ surface due to heating. 
It is also known that the escape depth of the Au~er electrons is extremely 
sha11o~(43,27). If one assumes that the surface coverage of carbon and 
su1 nhur due to segregation "'as t~ick enourh as compared to the escaoe depth 
of the Zr ,n~u~ler electrons of ener:;y <175e", then one \"ou1d not observe any 
AU0er peaks due to Zr. 
It may also be pointed out thtt as a result of heating both carbon 
and oxy~er. neaks apneared to be shifted to sl ightly lm'fer enernies (~2-3eV), 
possih1y due to some chemical reaction on the surface. Further heating 
(-soo°r:) of the sample though removed the oxyqen and sulphur, hut no Zr 
~'.u!:!er peak \'!as detected (Fi ~ ~4. 3». HOl>lever, a ne",~, n;:}re ly resolved peak 
ap!)eared at about 18e\!. Coad and D.iviere(Sl) 'have recently reported the 
Auger spectrum of gra!,)hite. They report Auger peaks at 16, 237,253 and 
26geV. These are in c1 ose aClrce!;~ent \'!i th the observed values of 18, 239, 
253 and 270eV (Fig.(4.3). It may be therefore concluded that the ZrC 
surface at this sta~e I"as cOlil!'Jletely covered \!Iith carbon due to segre-'ation 
after heatii1t1~ and further this coverage ''-'las sufficient to prevent the 
escape of any of the Zr Au~er electrons. 
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The Auger spectrum of TiC (Fi~.(4.5» did not show any titanium 
peaks after heat treatment although large titanium peaks have been 
reported(32) around 4nOeV. The reasons for the absence of titanium peaks 
are aoa i n very much the sal;;e as in the case of ZrC vi z. surface contami nants. 
Sul~hur and chlorine have been reported(32) as the main contaminants in a 
titanium surface and both were observed in the present spectrum {4.5} 
and could not be removed by simnle heating. The small peak at 138eV is 
probably also due to su1r)hur (L2,3~11;42~3 - 138e"). In addition to the 
chlorine Il.u~er !'leak at 186eV (L2~3VV - 187eV), there ...,ere t\I/O more small 
peaks at 223 and 29le\f. These peaks seem to appear a10n" with the carbon 
pea.k. HOI'/ever, these peaks cannot be explained from the knm'!n energy levels 
of carbon. Alternatively these peaks may be due to some unknown impurities 
on the surface. (For example Ca is kno\'/n(62) to have a peak at about 
290ev, L2,ii2,3M2,3 - 291.) In such a case these peaks would have little 
effect on the spectrum since they are very small. 
Since the Zre sam~le showed an Auger spectrum similar to that of 
graphite (Fi~.(4.3)}~ one would expect the energy loss spectrum of the 
surface to be similar to graphite. This has actually been observed in the 
present case (Fi~.(4.7». Although TiC did not show the graphite Auger 
spectrum (4.5), its energy loss spectrum \"las found, surprisingly similar to 
that of gra~hite (Fi~s.(4.8) and (4.9)}. Similar results of energy loss 
spectrum of carbon on nickel surface have been reported by Coad and 
Riviere(61). The measured ener!1'y loss values (for ZrC and tiC) are 6,26, 
and 52eV. These values are in a9reement ';I/i th those reported by Coad and 
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Riviere(61) andSchei~ney.and Tharp~4), except for the small difference in 
enerqy values. This difference is attrihuted to the different density of 
carbon in different forms(63). ~ssuming four valence electrons free per 
atom in carbon for a density of 2.25 gm/cm3, the value of the bulk p1asmons 
(hw) is -25eV. This in in c1os~ Clgreement "lith the observed value of 26eV. 
. p 
The loss peak at 52eV is then a multiple of the bulk plasma loss. The loss 
peak at 6eV is presumably due to an interband transition(24). 
4.3 The Auger Electron and Characteristic Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
of Clean Copper and Gold Surfaces 
In order to obtain clean surfaces both copper and gold samples were 
prepared by evaporation in ultra high vacuum conditions. In both cases 
thick films of spectroscopically pure copper and gold were evaporated onto 
glass substrates. Several evaporations "~Jere performed for both copper and 
gold and the Au~er spectrulll '.'/as taken inmediate1y after each evaporation. 
Tun!:,sten baskets \'/ere used for the evaporation of both copper and gold. 
4.3.1 Auger spectra of copper and gold 
Cu 
A 10\'/ energy Au!,!er electron spectrum of a clean copper surface for a 
primary energy of 1.5KeV is shown in Fig.(4.11)). Only blo peaks were 
observed in the 1011,1 energy region (0 - 150eV), a large peak at 61eV and a 
small one at l07eV. The lMM (high energy region) Auger spectrum of copper 
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and is sho\'m in Fi9.{4.11}. Since no~u<1er peak ~'/as observed between 156-
700eV energy, only the 700 - lOOOeV energy region is shown. The small peaks 
recently reported in the U1f'~ spectrum of copper by Jenkins and Chung{64}, 
could not be observed due to priMa~1 energy and beam current linitations. 
Hm'lever, t,·)O peaks at 838 and 846eV "!ere found instead of one reported by 
the: above authors. Similar 'doutlets' have I)een reported ':>y I\kse1a et a1{65) 
using a cylindrical r.lirror analyser. The other peaks in the Lf,1r·1 spectrum 
occur at 773,918 and 938eV. 
Gold 
The I~uger electron snectrum of gold ~'/as eX!Jlored in the energy range 
of a - lOODeV. I\!o Auger peaks could be detected above 260eV. In the 10\'1 
energy region no peak I"as found belo'" 44eV, as reported by Haas et al. (31) 
and Palmberg and ~hodin(4). The Auger spectrum, believed to be that of a 
clean gold surface, is shOl'!n in Fig.{4.12}. !~ primary energy of 1.5KeV 
'-las used in this case. The main peaks seen in the spectrum are found at 
energies of 26Q, 243, 74.60 and 44eV. A number of smaller peaks have 
also been resolved between the energies of 74 and 243eV. 
4.3.2 Characteristic enerny loss spectra of copper and £,old 
Cu 
The energy loss spectrum of a clean copper surface for primary 
energies of 250 and 400ev is shown in Figs.(4.13) and (4.14) respectively. 
A broad loss peak at 9.SeV seen in the spectrum of Fig.{4.14) vIas resolved 
into bJO I')eaks at 8.6 and 11.8eV as shol'm in Fig.{4.13). In addition a 
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small and poorly resolved loss peak at ahout 5eV ~as also resolved. Other 
significant loss peaks occur at 42.3eV (Fi n .{4,13)), 62.5 and 88eV (Fig. 
(4.14». Mo increase in intensity of loss ~eak at 20.4eV was noticed with 
increased rri:'1ary energies. 
Gold. 
The energy loss s~ectrum of a clean nold surface is shown in 
Figs.(4.l5) and (4.16). The ~rimary ener~ies used for these spectra were 
400 and 800e\f respectively. The main feature of the spectNm as shown 
in Fig.{4.l5) is a 1ar~e loss peak at 7.3eV and a relatively small one at 
about 25.6e" \'ith a shoulder at 33.4el /. The intensity of the 25.6eV loss 
peak \,.'as found to increase ~·,ith increased primary energies \'/hile that of 
the 7.3eV peak decreased. The increase in the intensity of 25.6eV loss 
peak is evident from the spectrum of Fiq.{4.l6). This spectrum \'laS obtail'P:j 
for a !)rimary ener9Y of 8'10eV. The other resolved loss peaks occur at 
62 (Fi~.(4.15»,12() and 17geV (Fig.{4.16». 
4.3.3 Discussion 
The Auger peaks observed in the Auger spectrum of a clean copper 
surface are listed in Table 4.2. The approximately calculated energy 
values and probable transitions are also ~iven. 
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Table 4.2 
Comparison of Au~er I')eak ener~;es of clean copper surface 
observed in the ~resent work with those of other authors. 
Transition Calculated ,)bserved Palrnber9 I\kse1a Jenkins 
ener~)Y energy and et a1. and 
{eV} (eV} flhodin (65) Chung 
-
(4 ) (64) 
j"2 ~3V V 63 61 62 62 59 
fAl V V 110 107 109 109 
l3;12 ,3r.12,3 771 773 795 777.5 772 
l3,f12V 846 838 839.2 843 
L3 ;:'3V 849 846 875 846.4 
L3V " 921 918 918.9 919 
L2V V 941 938 950 939 
A comparison with the Pu~er enerqy values of coprer re~orted by Palmberg 
and Rhodin(4) Aksela et a1.(65) and Jenkins and Chun~(64) is also presented 
in the table. The 101', enerC)y Auger peak F'W1 spectrum) a~ree "'ell with . 
those reported by the other workers. However the separation between the 
Auaer peaks arisinq from :'3V " and "2Y V transitions reported by Jenkins 
and Chung(64) could not be observed since relatively large modulation 
(~5 Vpk-Pk ) "'as used at this stage to maximise the sensitivity. The assoc-
iated fine structure reported by the authors \'Jas not resolved for the same 
reason. In the l t!, ~1 spectrum, the Auoer peak energies reported by 
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Palmber~ and Rhodin(4) are much higher than those found in the present 
\'Iork. Hm·/ever, the energy va 1 ues reoorted by Aksel a et a 1 . (65) and 
Jenkins and ChunQ(64} are in qood agreement. The minor Auger peaks 
reported by the latter authors were not seer due to limited beam current 
(-lO~amps) and primary energy (-2KeV). 
All the Auger peaks in the U·1f1 spectrum \I/ere thought to originate 
from the ionization of L3 shell, except the peak at 930eV. This was 
allocated to the L2VV transition. The largest peak in the U4M spectrum 
occurred at 918eV and is attributed to the L3VV transition. That this 
allocation of the two peaks is correct is perhaps confirmed by the fact 
that the separation between L2 and L3 energy levels of copper is the same 
as observed for the L2VIf (938eV) and L3VV (9l8eV) .. I\uger transitions(60). 
Aksela et al. (65) have reported blo ,'\uger peaks at 839 and 846eV observed 
in the enerqy distribution curve, but have not allocated the second peak 
to any transition. In the present l'/ork blo peaks are observed at 838 and 
846eV. The origin of these peaks may lie in the L3f.12V and L3t43V transitions 
respectively. This allocation, hm\fever, is questionable, since the energy 
separation of the r.1 2 and r~3 energy levels is only 2.7eV as compared to the 
8eV separation of the Au~er peaks due to L3;·12V and L3f13V transitions. 
The third peak in the Uf., spectrum allocated to Ll'2,3r12,3 is found at 
773eV and is wider than the L3VV peak. This seems to suggest that the 
Auger peaks due to the r"2 and f13 shells may be responsible for the 
broadeninq of the Auger peak in the L3M2,3'42 ,3 transition. All the Auger 
peaks found in the Auger spectrum of clean gold have been identified as due 
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to gold. The measured energy values along ~ith the calculated energies 
and transitions involved are tabulated in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 
Auger peak energies of clean gold surface found in the present 
\A1ork and by other \'Jorkers 
Transition Calculated Observed Palmberg Haas 
energy energy and Rhodin et a1. 
(eV) ( eV) (4) (31 ) 
°3VV 45 44 43 44 
°2VV 63 60 58 
f'l6VV 77 74 72 
°l VV 99 100 100 
~1 f' '\ 5 '61> 6 145 145 150 144 
N5~!7N7 157 154 156 
~!5~1602 167 164 167 164 
NSr'!603 190 185 
NS0203 205 20S 
i':S~!7V 24S 243 246 
~14N7V 263 260 263 
Auger spectra of gold have previously been reported by Pa1mberg and Rhodin(4) 
and Haas et a1.{31). However, the latter authors have not tabulated all· 
the observed Auger peak energies. Therefore only a few tabulated values 
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of these authors are included in Table 4.3 along with the energy values 
found by the former authors. In general there is (lood agreement \'lith the 
values reported by these authors. Hm"ever, instead of the l5()eV peak 
found by Palmberg and ~hodin(4) > tVIO peaks \'Iere resolved at 145 and l54eV 
possibly ori0inating from the ~!5!"6~!6 and n5~!7N7 transitions respectively. 
T\'!omore peaks not seen by Palmberg and Rhodin(4) were found at 185 and 
about 205eV~ and may have their origin in the transitions N5N603and N50203 
respectively. The peak at 205eV appears to be \'/ide, presumably due to an 
unresolved nearby peak possibly due to the NS0303 transition. The Auger 
peaks at 243 and 2£OeV are cons iderp.d to be due to ~!5f'!7V and ~!4N7V 
transitions respectively. The measured separation of these two peaks (17eV) 
is in close agreement with the reported separation (18eV) of the ~!5 and N4 
energy levels of gOld(50). Similarly the separation between the 03VV 
and 02VV Auger transitions is about the same as the separation between 
the 03 and 02 energy levels of gold. It may be pointed out, however, that 
the small separation (3.6eV) bet,,!een the N6VV and i':7VV transitions ,.,as not 
seen in this spectrum due to the large modulation amplitude used. This 
separation was observed in the gold black spectrum (Section 4.2) with small 
modulation vo1ta~e. 
Characteristic energy losses from copper have been investigated by 
many authors, and some of the recent results are compared with the 
present ones in Table 4.4. 
- F)f. -
Table 4.4 
Characteristic energy losses in cooper as found in the present 
work and by other \'/orkers (eV) 
Present \"ork 5. 1 8.6 11.8 20.4 28.7 42.3 62.5 88.2 
Powe 11 (67) 4.4 7.2 19.9 27.1 
Scheibner and 4 9.2 20.5 28 
Tharp {24} 
[10S5 and 
Blott(56} 4.4 7.6 19.5 28.5 40 50 69 
There is general agreement on the interpretation of the 10\'/ lying loss at 
about SeV as bein~ due to an internand transition. However, there are a 
variety of internretations of surface and bulk plasmon losses. Some of the 
workers(66,67,56,68) identify a bulk plasmon with the loss at about 20eV 
and a surface plasmon with the loss at 7.SeV, Nhi1e others(50,47,24} 
consider the 7.SeV loss as being a bulk plasmon, but do not mention any 
surface loss. Assumin~ one free electron ~er atom in copper, the calculated 
values of the bulk (llwp) and surface plasmon ('hwp/l2") losses are 10.8 and 
7.6eV respectively. In the present \-!ork two loss peaks were resolved at 
about 8.6 and 11.8eV. r~ost of the workers have nnt reported the loss at 
ll.BeV, but a~ree that the loss at 7.SeV (in the present Nark at B.6eV) is 
a surface plasmon loss. If the 8.6eV peak is a surface loss, then the 
11.8eV loss is probably a bulk plasmon loss. No intensity changes \'tere 
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noticed for the 20eV loss peak \'lith a change in primary energy, a feature 
usually associated with the bulk loss. The loss peaks at 20.4 and 28.7eV 
are thought to be the multiple and combination losses of the 8.6 and 11.8eV 
losses. The loss peaks at 42.3 (Fi0.(4.13)),62.5 and 88.2eV (Fig.(4.14)) 
are too stron0 in intensity to be considered as multiples of the ~jl1k . 
plasmon loss. The origin of these losses is not knm·m. ~1ore recently a 
number of energy loss !'leaks have been reported by Jenkins and Chung(22). 
However, the authors do not attempt an explanation of the origin of their 
various peaks. 
The energy loss values of gold are presented in Table 4.5 along 
wi th the reported va 1 ues of :~ob ins (51) and PO\'.'e 11 (49) . 
Table 4.5 
Characteristic energy losses in gold as found in the present 
Nork and by other workers (eV) 
Present \'!ork 
Robins(51) 















~obins(51) considers a loss at 6.3eV as a surface plasmon loss and 
bulk loss at 25.3eV. -For solid gold, Powell(49) identifies -6.4eV surface 
loss and a bulk loss of -34e\l. For evaporated gold the author identifies 
10.B and 16.3eV losses as surface and bulk losses. The calculated values 
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of surface and bulk plasmons for one free electron per atom, are geV and 
6.3eV. The dependence of the peak intensity on the primary energy, as 
observed in the present ','ork, sU9!"ests that the loss !leaks at 7 .3eV and 
25.6eV are surface and bulk plasmon losses respectiv~ly. The loss peak 
at 33.4eV is then probably a combined loss of bulk and surface losses. 
The loss peaks at 62, 12" and 17geV cannot be associated with the multiple 
losses due to bulk loss or ionization losses and therefore no interpretation 
is pro;osed at present for these loss peaks. 
4.4 Auger F1ectron and Characteristic Energy Loss Spectroscopy of 
Sopper Black and Gold ~lack 
0\'11ng to numerous technical applications (for example electron 
collectors» micrO\\'ave \'!indO\'Js~ cylindrical energy analysers and other 
places where secondary electron emission is an undesirable factor), 
the study and preparation of low yield surfaces is of considerable practical 
importance. F(ecent1y Thomas and pattinson(69) have reported the preparation 
of low yield surfaces such as copper black and gold black. HO\,Jever, the 
yield measurements do not provide detailed information about the surface 
composition, which may be highly important for any understanding of the 
10\'1 yield phenomena exhibited by these surfaces. Thus the surface 
composition of some samples of Au and Cu black has been determined by the 
technique of Auger spectroscopy. The samples "Jere prepared in the manner 
described by Thomas and Pattinson(69), in a commercial coating unit at a 
res idua 1 pressure of -0.5 torr of Argon. They \-!ere subsequently transferred 
tq the U.~V ch,amb,er for s ~udy . 
-. ·t·· - .. 
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4.4. 1 Auger spectra of cop~er black and gold black 
Copper Black 
The Auger spectrum of copper black for a primary energy of 1.5KeV 
taken after heatin~ (-250°C) is shOl'rn in Fi9. (4.17). Prior to the heating 
a medium size oxygen peak at 512eV (and a small OXY0en peak at 49leV) and 
a small peak at 382eV~ nresumably due to nitropen, were also detected, 
but no Auger peak at 15'1eV:; It!hich "!ould be due to sulphur, I,'!as observed. 
Further heating (~400oC) did not produce any significant change in the 
Auger spectrum \"hich is shOt"n in FiCJ.(4.l7). 
~old Black 
The AUger electron s!Jectrum of a gold hlack sample for a primary 
ener~.lY of 1.5KeV is shm'rn in FifJ.(4.18). This spectrum ''las taken after 
mild heat treatment of the sample. Figs.(4.l9a) and (4.19b) shaN the low 
ener~y spectrum «150eV) for primary energies of 500 and 700eV respectively 
taken before heating. ~ small peak at lOOeV is clearly resolved in Fir. 
(4.19b) and it could not be resolved after heating the sample. I"ith a lower 
modulatio~ amplitude (-2.5V k k)' a small peak at about 68.2eV was p -p 
resolved at shown in Fi9.(4.l9a). This peak, hm'lever, could not be resolved 
,.,hen relatively laraer modulation amplitudes (>4V pk_pk ) \·!ere applied as 
may be seen from Fi~.(4.19b). 
4.4.2 Characteristic energy loss spectra of copper black and gold black 
Characteristic energy losses of copper black and qold black 
surfaces are shown in Fi~.(4.20). The similarity of the loss spectra of 
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both the samples ;s quite surprising. The energy loss values are given on 
the graph for quick comparison. I·!ith the exception of the first two peaks 
which sho~ a small difference in energy, all the other loss peaks have 
approximatel'y the same energy values. 
4.4.3 Discussion 
The Auger Deaks found ;n the spectra of copper black and gold black 
are compared with those observed in the spectra of clean copper and gold 
surfaces, in Tables 4.0 and 4.7. 
Table 4.6 
Comparison of Auger peak energies of clean copper with copper black 
Transition Cl ean Copper Copper Black 
r~2 ,3VV 61 62 
M1VV 107 107 
L3M2 ~3M2,3 773 772 
L3[·12" 838 838 
L3f43V 846 846 
L3VV 918 917 
l2VV 938 940 
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Table 4.7 
Comrarison of Au~er peak er.eqlies of clean gold ",ith gold black 
Transition Clean Gold Gold Black 
°3VV 44 f\~ot reso 1 ved 
°2VV SO 60 
['!6VV 74 71 
°lVV 100 100 
NSI'!6N6 145 142 
i~5N7N7 154 150 
t!5N602 164 163 
\.!SN603 18S 183 
NS0203 205 ~!ot resolved 
NSf>!7V 243 242 
1\1 H \I 
'4 r 260 Not resolved 
It is evident from the tables that almost all the Auger peaks observed 
in the snectra of clean copper and ~old samples, Nere also found in the 
Auger spectra of copper black and gold black. The other peaks observed in 
the Auger spectra of copper black and gold black occur at 150 (copper 
blackonly), 242 and 272eV (in both spectra). The first one (at l50eV) 
appeared after heatinq the sample and is identified as due to sulphur. 
The other two peaks are due to carbon, t-Ihich presumably arises from oil 
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vapour contamination in the evaporation chamber (~'Jhich \'las oil !=,umped). 
Since the samples were ~repared in a residual pressure of Argon, occlusion 
of l\.r~lOn in the sample films \'!as not discounted. Contrary to expectations, 
no Auger peaks correspondin0 to Argon ",ere observed. The likely Auger 
transitions, ~ t.12 ,3f"2 ~3' Ll'l r12 ~3 and Lrlr~l of /\rgon should theoretically 
give peaks at 215, 203 nnd l86eV. 
n·/o small peaks observed in gold black as shown in Fig.{4.19a) 
are due to the i~7VV and ;"r;VV transitions. The separation of these blo 
peaks is about 3.2eV. This is in c1os-::! aqreement \'lith the known separation 
of 3.6eV bebteen the ~'6 and ["7 energy 1eve1s(60) . 
. " 1 though the Auqer spectra of copper black and gold black surfaces 
\.'fere very similar to those of clean copper and qo1d surfaces, the energy 
loss spectra ',lfere found to be quite different from thos~ of the pure 
metals. For carbon on nickel, Coad and Riviere(61) have reported that 
although the nickel Auger peaks could be observed in the Auger spectrum of 
a carbon covered nickel surface, the enerry loss spectra were very similar 
to that of graphite ener~y loss spectra. In the present \'Iork carbon \'Jas 
detected in both the copper black and gold black surfaces. If one assumes 
that the loss peaks at 28.6eV in copper black and 30eV in ~old black are 
bulk plasmon losses of carbon, then the loss reaks at 56 and 60eV could be 
multiple losses. However the other loss peaks at 108, 130 and 187 cannot 
be explained in this way. ~o interpretation of these loss peaks can be 
offered at present. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The excellent performance of the analyser has been demonstrated 
by the preliminary results from zrC and Tir. samples. The measured 
resolution of the analyser is about 0.2%. This figure may be compared 
I"ith one of about 1-2% obtainable with most commercially available models. 
Auger spectroscopic analysis of ZrC and TiC samples show that the 
carbon segregation after heatin~ the samples makes it impossible to detect 
the Au~er peaks of Zr and Ti. Auger electron spectra and characteristic 
energy losses of clean copper and ~old surfaces have been investigated. 
A comparison of the Auger spectra of copper black and ~old black with that 
of e1ean copper and gold surfaces, reveals that the surfaces of copper 
black and gold black \,.'ere com~osed of cop!ler and gold respectively. 
Carbon \'/as the only si~nificant im!,)urity found on these surfaces. The 
energy loss spectra of copper black and gold black are very similar, but 
different from that of clean copper and gold surfaces. 
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CHAPTE~ V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Introduction 
The Auger electron spectrum of an element may reflect chemical 
effects such as chemical shifts in the Auger spectrum, due to different 
chemical environments. Small changes in the spectrum may take place due 
tothe shifts in the inner energy levels because of redistribution of 
valence electrons on forming a chemical bond. larger changes may occur 
if the Auger electrons originate from transitions involving the valence 
band. Changes of this type would reflect the changed valence band after 
chemical bondinq. In order to observe these changes in the Auger spectrum, 
it is essential that the spectrum of an element in the clean form should be 
known \Alith certainty. In addition the changes in the spectrum should be 
slow enough to permit experimental observations. Auger spectra believed 
to be characteristic of clean Be, A1 and Fe have been obtained. The changes 
in the spectra of these elements due to oxidation were also observed. 
In addition and as far as possible concurrently the characteristic energy 
loss spectra of these elements for the clean and oxidised surfaces were 
observed. The details of all these observations and discussion on them 
are presented in this chapter. 
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5.2 Auqer Spectra of Be, ~l and Fe 
In order to obtain clean surfaces. thick films of all the three 
metals \'/ere evaporated onto glass and stainless steel substrates in ultra 
high vacuum. The metals used were of hi9h purity, i.e. Be 3N, Al 5N and 
Fe Sr-I. The pressure in the system at eVCl{loration "las usually 1O-9torr 
or lower, and in particular there was no significant increase in pressure 
after the first fel" evaporations. In each case a number of evaporations 
\'Jere performed \,'ithout break; n~ the ul tra high vacuum to repea t the experi-
mental observations. The Auger spectra were taken immediately after each 
evaporation. The chan~es in the spectra due to chemisorption of the 
res i dua 1 oxygen ; n the UHV sys tern, It/ere noted along \Ali th the development 
of the oxygen Auger peak until the samples were oxidised and there were no 
further changes in the spectra. By reducing the oxygen Auger peak below 
the detection level with the subsequent evaporations, the whole experiment 
could be repeated. Although the oxidation rate (as indicated by the build- I 
up of the oxygen Auger peak) vIas somewhat faster after first evaporation, 
particularly for aluminium, it \,'as sufficiently slow for careful 
measurements to be taken in the subsequent evaporations because after each 
oxidation of the film, the level of the residual oxygen was lo\'!ered. 
This allo\,/ed the sample surface to be maintained free of oxygen for several 
hours. Thrrurrl cut tre experiment oecas iona 1 checks on the cormlon contami nants 
such as carbon, sulphur, chlorine etc., \'Iere made by plotting the Auger 
spectrum from 0-550eV, since these contaMinants are kno\'1n to have Auger 
peaks in this energy ran~e. 
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Primary beam currents of 20-25~amps were used for Be and Al Auger 
spectra ~ and for Fe only l5-20~amps \.,rere used. For all the Auger spectt~a 
a primary energy of 1. 5KeV \'!as used, except for the hi ~h energy (400-750eV) 
Auger spectrum of Fe where a primdry energy of 2KeV I"as used. Generally 
the applied modulation voltages were up to 4V pk_pk for 10\'1 energy «120eV) 
Auger spectra and llV pk _pk for hi~h energy (>120eV) Auger spectra of the 
three elements. 
5.2.1 Be 
The Auger spectrum of a clean Be surface is shown in Fig.{5.1). 
The main feature of the spectrum is a large peak at l04eV and blo small 
ones at 84 and 60eV. There is also some indication of a very weak peak 
near 40eV, but it could not be resolved. The Auger spectrum of a fully 
oxidised Be surface, along with the oxygen Auger peck~ is shown in Fig.(5.2). 
A whole sequence of changes in the Auger spectrum of Be from the clean state 
until it is oxidised is shol'm in Appendix la. The amplitude of the oxygen 
Auger peak, at various sta~Qs of oxidation, is also given along ~ith t~2 
Auger spectra of De. 
The effect of the oxidation is evident from the sequence of 
Appendix la. As the oxygen is just detected from its Auger peak on the 
surface, the 60eV peak has already disappeared. New peaks at 79, 95 and 67eV 
appear as the oxidation proceeds further. The peak at 84eV becomes narrow 
and shifts to 86eV. All these peaks (95, 86, 79 and 67eV) shift to slightly 
lower energies as the surface is oxidised. The amplitude of the 94eV peak 
increases ".lith increase in the oxygen Auger peaks and at the same time the 
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amplitude of the ln4eV peak decreases. At an intermediate stage of 9xidation 
oxidation, the amplitudes of hoth the ~eaks become almost equal. Finally 
when the surface is fully oxidised the peak at l04eV is barely resolved, 
and the one at 94eV becomes the largest peak in the srectrum. The other 
peaks are found at 85 9 77 ctId 66eV. The lar(1e oxygen triplet found on the 
oxidised surface is also shOl,m in the sequence. The peak values occur at 
506 9 488 and ~470eV. 
A full spectrum for the oxidised surface \'/as plotted and it showed 
no other peaks except oxy~en and the oxidised Be peaks. The Auger spectrum 
of the clean Be surface ,,!as reproduced h.v reduc i n~ the oxygen bel 0\'/ 
detection level as shown in Arrendix la. 
5.2.2 Al 
The main peaks in the low energy Auger spectrum of ~l have been 
reported already (Suleman and Pattinson(21~. HOr/ever, further examination 
of this surface under high resolution and sensitivity has revealed a 
great deal of fine structure \"hich could not be resolved earlier. 
Figures (5.3) and (5.4) shrn·, the Auger spectra of a cleanL\l surface. 
A number of small peaks are clearly seen in the spectrum along ''lith the 
main Auger peaks at 67.leV. The oxygen peak could not be detected as may 
be seen in the figures. In order to make certain that no impurity was 
present on the clean ,\1 surface, an Auger spectrum from 0-550eV was 
plotted. As shown in Fi~s.(5.5a) and (5.5b) no peaks between l07-550eV 
were detected. A fully oxidised spectrum is sho\\fn in Fig.(5.6). The main 
peak in this spectrum occurs at 54.5eV. There are two small peaks also 
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found in the spectrum \lJhich occur at 45.7e\/ and 36.8eV. All these peaks 
(54,45, 36eV) \'!ere found to shift to a slightly lo\</er (-leV) energy 
after exposure to air. The oxygen triplet is sho\'Jn in Fi9.(5.6). 
The peaks occur at 505~ 484 and 46geV. 
A sequence of chan0es in the Auger soectrurn of clean - -; until it 
is oxidised is shown in Appendix lb. These changes are similar to 
those found in the Auger s~ectrum of clean Re, i.e. the Auger peaks due 
to a clean surface disappear and 'ne\·' peaks' appear and develop until the 
oxidation reaches com!}letion. As fTlay be seen from the sequence, the t'.·JO 
small peaks at about 45.4 and 49.7elf could not be resolved due to a new 
peak \A/hich emerges at about 46. 3eV, even though no oxygen peak \J!as 
detectable (a peak comparable to noise level It!as found at 5l4eV). 
Phen a small oxygen peak \'/aS detected, the peak originally at 40.3eV had 
already disapp::ar:~jand the amplitude of the 67eV peak had decreased 
cons iderably. 
At a still further stage of oxidation two additional ne\'/ peaks 
appeared at 55.3 and 37eV and at the same time, the 67eV peak became 
very much more attenl.!3.t0d The peaks at 73 and 82.4eV, which OCCler on the 
clean surface, at this stage could no 10nger be detected. The amplitude 
of the 55.3eV peak increased further with the increase in the oxygen Auger 
peak. The peaks ori~inally at 67. 89.8, 93.5 and l07eV could barely be 
resolved. Hhen the surface \~Ias oxidised, these peaks (viz. those at 
67,89.8, 93.5 and l07eV) could no longer be detected and the large peak 
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observed,on this oxidised surface, \"ere found at 45.7 and 36.8eV. No other 
peaks "'Jere found in the energy re~ion 0-55091 except the oxygen triplet at 
505,484 and 46geV. 
5.2.3 Fe 
The ~uger spectrum of clean Fe is shown in Figs.(5.7a) and (5.7b). 
In the 10\" energy region (-lOOeV) a large peak is found at 46.5eV and a 
small one at 84eV. There \·/as also some evidence for the existence of a 
peak at -35eV, but it could not be fully resolved. Three large peaks at 
702, 649 and 595eV are the main feature of the high energy (450-750eV) 
Au~er spectrum of Fe (Fi~.(5.7b». A number of small peaks may also be 
seen in the same spectrum. The effects of oxidation was noted only for the 
low energy Auger spectrum of Fe. The Auger spectrum of an oxidised Fe 
surface is shown in Fig.{S.B). Instead of a peak at 46eV for the clean 
surface, two peaks at 42.5 and 51eV \'!ere found in the oxidised spectrum. 
The largest peak seen in the higher energy Auger s)ectrum of the oxidised 
surface is attributed to oxygen and occurs at 5l0eV l'/ith two small peaks at 
490 and 472eV. .4.1 thou~h the high energy Auger peaks of Fe at 702, 649 and 
595eV appeared to be shifted ( -2eV) to\'fards lo'",er energy on oxidation, 
accurate measurement of these shifts could not be made because of the 
contracted energy scale. ,1\ sequence of the changes in the 10\0/ energy Auger 
spectrum of Fe due to oxidation is sho'"n in Appendix Ic. At the initial 
stages of oxidation the pea·k at 84eV had disappeared. ,'\t an intermediate 
stage \'/hen the surface of Fe was partially oxidised, thrae peaks were 
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found: one at 46eV due to the clean surface and the other b'!o due to the 
oxidised surface at 42eV and 50eV. Finally, as the surface was completely 
oxidised~ the peak at 46eV disappeared and one at 50eV shifted to 51eV. 
The other peak found in the oxidised surface spectrum It/as observed at 
42.5eV. 
5.3 Characteristi~ Energy Loss Spectra of Re, A1 and Fe 
5.3.1 Be 
The energy loss spectra of clean - as detennined by the .I\uger 
spectrum - and oxidised Be surfaces for a primary energy of 800eV are 
sho\'Jn in Figs.(5.9) and (5.10). Only two loss peaks at 14 and 25eV are 
founc! in the loss spectrum of oxidised Be. In the clean Be ene:"gy loss 
spectrum~ loss peaks occurred at 13, 19, 38 and 57eV. Two additional loss 
peaks "/ere observed at -77eV and -1l2eV in the differential distribution 
curve. The intensity of the loss peak at 1geV \'1as found to decrease for 
low primary ener'1ies. This is shOt"n in Fig.(5.11). The energy loss 
spectruf,l in this case (FiC!.(5.1l» ''las plotted for a primary energy of 
400eV. The effect of oxidation on the energy loss srectrum \'/aS also 
observed and this is shm'ln in /-\ppendix 2a. As may be seen, the intensity 
of the loss peak at 13eV decreases and it also shifts gradually to lower 
energy values, until it has completed disappear~d. A new loss peak 
emerges at 12eV and then shifts to 14eV, at the same time the 1geV peak 
shifts to 25eV. No furthe;r change in the loss spectrum '."as noticed. 
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Fig.(5.12) shOt-Is the energy loss spectrum of clean ,1\1 for a primary 
energy of 8QOeV. The loss ~eaks seen in the spectrum occur at 11, 15.6, 
26.4~ 31.4,46.5,62.3 and 77.geV. The energy loss spectrum of the 
oxidised surface showed only one loss p~ak at 22.1eV (Fig.5.13). 
The changes due to oxidation in the loss s~ectrum of clean A1 were similar 
to those observed for Be and are shm.'n in ,'\;"penciix 2b. It! t~lis ci'i.s': t:lC loss 
peak at lleV shifts to 10\',er energies before disappearing. ,'\lso the 
intensity of all other peaks decreases as the surface is oxidised and a 
nelf! loss peak at 21.5eV emerges and finally shifts to 22.1eV at \I!hich time 
the sur~ace is fully oxidised. 
5.3.3 Fe 
The energy loss soectrum of a clean Fe surface for a primary energy 
of lOOOeV is shm·m in Fig.(5.14). The main loss peaks occur at 16,23)57 
and 92eV. A very weak peak may also be seen at about 3geV. Figs.(5.15), 
(5.16) and (5.17) sho\</ the energy loss spectra for primary ener~ies of 800, 
500 and 250eV respectively. The loss peaks seen in these spectra occur at 
89 16,23 and 57eV (Fig.(5.15», 8,14,22 and 57eV (Fig.(5.16» and 
8, 14, 22, 33.5 and 57eV (Fig.{S.17». The loss peak at BeV ~as also 
resolved for a ll<eV primary energy, only hO\·!ever under optimum resolution. 
The 92eV :--eak could not be observed at primary energies less than 1KeV. 
A sequence of changes due to oxidation in the energy loss spectrum of Fe 
for a primary energy of 1KeV is shown in Appendix 2c. The intensity of the 
loss peak at 16eV decreases slowly \·lith oxidation and the peaks at BeV and 
___________________ Vacuum 
- - - - -
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Energy band diagram of Be with experimental 
(dotted line) and theoretical (solid line) 
density of states. 
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and 92eV became such that they could no lonqer be resolved. The l6eV 
peak gradually disappeared and a new peak at geV appeared. Finally the 
geV peak could not be seen and the loss peaksinitiallyat 23 and 57 shifted 
to 24 and ~58.5eV. 
5.4 )iscussion 
5.4. 1 Be 
The results for Be will first be discussed. The Auger spectrum of 
a clean Be surface shows a large peak at l04eV and two sw.all ones at 84 
and 60eV. The bindin~ energy of the Be K-shell is known(60,70) to be 
-ll1eV and the width of its valence band is -12eV(7l). From this data one 
may expect an Auger peak around lOOeV due to K-shell ionization. However, 
in order to calculate the energy oft\uCler electrons arising from K-shell 
ionization, one must consider the ener~y distribution of electrons within 
the -12eV wide valence band of Be. The energy band diagram for Be is shown 
in Fig.(5.l8a). The electron density of states (both experimental(72) 
and theoretical(71)) for Be is also shown in the figure, and this shows a 
maximum at -3eV. Assuming that the electrons in the maxi~um take part 
in the Auger process~ then for" :: 3e", the calculated value of the KVV 
transition is lIJSeV. This is in good agreement with the measured value of 
l04.5eV. There are two more peaks in the Auger spectrum of Be and their 
origins cannot be traced easily since the ener~y values of these peaks are 
too low to be considered as a possible transition due to K-shell ionization. 
One possible explanation is that these peaks may be plasma losses from the 
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main Auger peak(18~20). In this case the Auger electrons oriqinating 
from the KVV transition may hava suffered energy losses in the excitation 
of plasmons. The measur~d value of a strong bulk plasmon loss in the 
energy distribution curve, for a clean Ge surface was found to be 1geV. 
The observed Auger peak at 84eV is about 20.5eV below the main Auger peak, 
indicating that the peak (84eV) nay V!l?ll be a plasma loss from the main 
peak. The Auger peak -60eV then may be considered a second order plasma 
loss from the main peak, since a strong second order plasma loss \.,ras also 
found in the energy loss spectrum. Table 5.1 gives the ,Il,uger and associated 
peaks observed in the Auqer spectrum of clean Be 
Table 5.1 
Energy values of Auger and associated peaks observed in the 
Trans iti on 
KVV 




First order plasma loss 84 




;~'lusket and Fortner(73) have recently reported the Auger spectrum of a sol id 
Be sample. They found blO large peaks at 104 and 92eV and four small peaks 
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below 92eV. The authors attribute the 92eV peak to a 1s2525 transition. 
However, in the present investi~ations, no peak was found at 92eV for a 
clean Be surface, but for a partially oxidisec1 surface t\oJO large peaks 
\'fere observed at 104 and 94eV (Appendix Ia). This spectrum ,"'as found to be 
very similar to that reported by r·1usket and Fortner(73), except for the 
amplitudes of the peaks below 94eV. This is not surprising in view of the 
fact that these authors did detect a small oxygen Auger peak even on their 
so-called "clean" Be surface. It therefore appears to be almost certain 
that the 92eV peak (and the small peaks bel 0\'/ the 92eV peak) found by 
~'Jusket and Fortner \'/ere due to a partially oxidised Be surface and not 
due to the ls2s2s transition as they sug~ested. 
In the Auger spectrum of oxidised 3e, Auger peaks were found at 
104, 94, 85, 77 and 66eV. In order to interpret the Auger spectrum of 
BeO, one should take into account the energy shift in the Be K-shell and 
changes in the valence band due to the formation of BeO. The possibility 
of cross-transitions (involving the Be K and oxygen L-shells) should also 
be considered, since such transitions are thought most likely to be 
responsible for some Au~er peaks in the Auger spectrum of compounds(74). 
The energy shift in the Be K-shell on forming BeO, has been reported by 
Lukirskii and Brytov(75) (3.2eV), St'/anson and Codling(76) (6.3eV) and 
Hayasi et a1. (77) (3.8eV). All these authors16ed soft X-ray spectroscopy 
for their results. Hamrin et al. (70) have recently reported the energy 
shift in the K-shell of Be and the valence band of BeO. They used ESCA 
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the present interpretation of the Auger spectrum of BeO. !·10re recently 
Fomichev (78) has studied the energy levels and valence band of BeO by 
X-ray emission and absorption method. His results are in close agreement 
vii th those of Hamr; n et a 1 . (70) . The energy band di agram for BeQ cons true ted 
from ESeA results is shown in Fig.(5.l8b). The ESeA spectra giving the 
binding energies of the Be K-shell in a partially and fully oxidised sample· 
are shown in Fig.(5.19). Fig.(5.2Q) shows the valence band and Be and 
Oxygen K-shell binding ener~ies in BeC. It is evident from this ESeA data 
that the Be K-shell shifts hy 2.8eV to a higher binding energy in BeO, and 
in the partial oxidation of Be, t"!O binding energies of K-shell are found -
one due to clean Be at 111.4eV and the other due to oxidised Ce at l14.2eV. 
NO"'J there are two maxima in the valence band occurring at 7.6 and lleV. 
The oxygen Ll energy level has a bindin~ energy of 24.4e'f (Fig.(5.20». 
From the energy diagram of Fi0.(S.18b), if V1 and V2 are the two maxima 
in the valence band at 7.6 and lleV and Ks the shifted Be K-shell with a 
binding energy of l14.2eV~ then the various possible transitions giving 
rise to the Auger peaks in the BeO Auger spectrum may be listed in Table 




Auger peak energies of BeO 
Transition Calculated energy Observed energy 
( eV) ( eV) 
K V V (clean Be) lOS 104 
Ks V 1 V 1 (oxidised Be) 99 
94 
I<SV 2Vl ( 
III II ) 96 
K \f If ( II II ) 92 85 s 2 2 
Ks Ll (O)Vl ( II II ) ':." ~ , ~. 77. 
I<sL l (O)V2 ( II II ) 7n.8 
"'sLl(O)Ll(O} ( II II ) 65.4 f\6 
The agreement beb/een the energies of the observed Auger peaks and 
those energies calculated on the above basis is surprisingly good. At the 
intermediate stage of oxidation of a Be surface two large Auger peaks ",ere 
observed at 104 and 94eV. These peaks are believed to be due to clean Be 
and oxidised Be surfaces respectively. This interpretation is confirmed 
perhaps by the ESCA spectrum of the K-shell binding energies of a partially 
oxidised Be sample which shm<Js blo peaks, one atlll.4eV due to clean Be 












Fig. 5.21 Energy band diagram of Al. 
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5.:.2 Al 
/'>. cons i derab 1 e number of Auger peaks ~"ere found in the Auger 
spectrum of clean Al. All these peaks had energies less than 110eV, and 
most of these were thought to originate from the Al L-shell ionization 
with the participation of valence electrons in the subsequent Auger process. 
To account for the various transitions involvin~ the valence band, it is 
relevant to give consideration to the density of states of the valence 
band for Al (79). This is :~hown in the energy diagram of Fig. (5.21). 
The density of states of valence band for Al has three maxima at about 0.2, 
3.5 and -oGV. If the hypothesis is made that Auger peaks in the Al Auger 
spectrum can result from these maxima (represented here for convenience by 
the syrr.bols Vl ",O.2eV, 112 '" 3.5eV and V3 '" 6e\l) then the various possible 
transitions \·Jhich may take place due to these "energy levels" within the 
valence band after initial ionization of the Ll and L2,3 energy shells of 
A1, are listed in Table 5.3 along with the observed energies of the peaks 
in the Auger spectrum of a clean Al surface. Ie. ~Jy be secn, there is 
substantial agreement between the measured Auger peak energies and the 
calculated values from the theoretical density of states of then~ valence 
band. It may be pointed out that for the calculated energies no correction 
has been made for the \"ork function of the analyser and the changed energy 
levels after the initial ionization (Chapter It section 1.3.1). 
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Table 5.3 
Energy values of Auger and associated peaks observed in the 





L1 V 2V 1 
L1 V 3V 2 














Plasmon gain from 67eV peak -82.4 
L2,3V1V, 72.6 -73 
L2•3V2V2 66 
L2 ,3V 3Vl 66.8 67.1 
L2,3V2V1 69.3 
L2,3V3V2 63.5 58.3 
L2,3V3V3 61 55 
Plasmon loss from 67eV peak -49.7 
L,L2V, 44.5 -45.4 












Therefore one would expect the calculated energies to be somewhat higher 
than the measured values. Ho\'1ever, the energies of the Auger peaks at 
93.5 and 89.8eV are much lo\,'er th an the expec ted va 1 ues. Both these peaks 
have arproximate1y the same energy separation and peak widths (peak-to-peak) 
as those observed at 55 and 58.3eV. Since the 55 and 58.3eV peaks which 
are allocated to l2,3"3V2 amd l2,3V3V3 respectively, sho'.·' relatively good 
agreement Nith the calculated energies, one may consider the origin of the 
93.5 and 89.8eV peaks as being in the 'correspondin~1 transitions due to 
an II ionization. Ho\>lever, due to the relatively large difference from the 
calculated energies, the interpretation of these t,,/o peaks (93.5 and 89.8eV) 
is much more tentative and other interpretations must not be ruled out. 
It has been shown earlier in the Auger spectrum of Be, that Auger electrons 
may suffer energy loss in the excitation of plasmons and they appear on the 
low energy side of the main Au~er peak. F~r such a peak, the energy 
differences between the main Au~er peak and the one on the low energy side 
should ap~roximatel" he equal to the energy loss value of the bulk plasmons • 
.; 
In the Au~er spectrum A1, the peak at 49.7eV is believed to be due to a 
plasmon loss from the main Auger peak at 67eV. This belief was further 
strengthened since a stron~ bulk loss for clean A1 was found at l5.6eV in 
the energy distribution curve. 
The peak at 82.4eV also appeared to be associated with the main 
67eV Auger peak. Its energy difference from the 67eV peak is approximately 
equal to the excitation energy of the bulk plasmons. The indications are 
that tMs .:Iay be a plasmon gain peak analogous to the plasmon loss peak 
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observed in the 10\-/ energy side of the Auger peaks. For a typical 'electron 
gas' metal like Al, the mean free path of exciting plasmons is <50~ for 
electrons of ener~ies ~lKev(47). Such an energetic primary electron then 
may be assumed to be capable of excitinC'! large numbers of plasmons, as well 
as knocking out inner shell electrons along its path in the solid. 
The inner shell vacancies which initiate the Auger process are thus within 
the spatial range of the plasma waves. In addition, the plasmon life time 
(lO-15 - lO-14sec )(47,80) is similar to that of the inner shell vacancy 
life time (lO-17 - 10-14sec )(17). It is not unlikely therefore that some 
Auger electrons could gain plasmon energy and appear on the high energy 
side of the Auger peak. Interpretation of peaks as due to a plasmon gain 
mechani sm in the Auger spectra of other el ements, have been recently reported 
by Coad and Riviere(34) and Jenkins and ChUng(22). An alternative 
explanation of the plasmon gain process in terms of dynamical screening by 
the conduction electrons, has been given by Hatts(3l). The calculated 
amplitude ratio of the plasmon qain peak and the main Auger peak is found 
to be 1 :24 which is in close agreement \Alith the observed ratio(2l). 
Auger spectra of the elements in the same period of the Periodic Table, are 
known to be very similar(4,31). The Auger spectrum of clean Al observed 
in the present investigations confirms this trend, since it is similar to 
that reported for $i(82,83). As the Al surface is oxidised, only three 
Auger peaks are observed at 36.8, 45.7 and S4.5eV. 
The chemical shift in the binding energy of L2,3 shell of Al in 
A1 203 has been reported by several workers. $'I/anson and PO\.tell(84), 
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O:>d1ing and Hadden(85) report a shift of ~3 - 4eV. Fomichev(86) found 
a shift of 2.7eV in the L2~3 shell of A1 in A1 203 and a similar shift 
(-2-3eV) has been found in EseA results(87). This shift is very similar to 
the one found in the Be K-shel1 in BeO. Assumin9 that the valence band of 
,,\1 2°3 has a similar structure as in the [3eO, then the observed Auger peaks 
in A'203 spectrum may be attributed to the transitions as follows. 




(57. 1 ) 







The Auger spectrum of Fe has been reported by Akse1a(65) et al. 
and Coad and Riviere(35). The results of these authors are comDared 
in Table 5.4 \'Jith those found in the present work. 
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Table '5.4 
Comparison of energy values of Au~er and associated peaks 
observed in the Auger spectrum of clean Fe in the present 
\'Iork '.'d th the other ~'Jorkers 
Transition Calculated Observed 
energy( eV) 2il::i~9Y (eV) 
Coad and Riviere 
__ .... (3 5-<..} __ 
Aksela et a1. 
(65) 
L2V V 715 
L3V V 702 
Plasma loss from 702eV oeak 
Ll12~3V 664 
L3f42,3V 651 
L2~41 V 625 
L3141 V 512 
L2~12 ~ 31"2,3 6()B 
L3t12 ,3M2, 3 595 
L2~11 r.12, 3 569 
L3r"1 r~2 ,3 556 





























From Ta':lle 5.4 it is evident that there is good a~reement on the energy 
values and the allocation of various transiti~ns with the results reported 
')y Coad and Riviere(35) and .t\ksela et al. (65). HOI-lever, the ener~y values 
of the /\uqer peaks reported by i-!aas et al. (31) are hi~her than those observed 
in the present ,"ork and there ;s also disaoree!11ent on the allocation of the 
three main Au~er peaks which these authors have allocated to L2 instead of 
L3 ionization. In the nresent work the allocation of these peaks ~as 
checked by measurin0 the enernv separation of the Auger peaks attributed to 
L2 and l3 ionization~ an~ com~aring this separation with the energy separa-
tion of L2 and L3 energy levels \,'ith X-ray data of Bearden and Burr(60). 
The AUger pea~at 715 and 702eV are allocated the L2VV and L3VV transitions 
respectively. The measured enerqy separation of these t\,/o peaks is l3eV 
'·,hich is equal to the ener~.v separation of the binding enercdes of the L2 
and L3 eners~' levels of Fe. Similar lenergy separation agree!nent l bet\'!~en 
the Auger peaks and L2 and L3 energy levels \\las found for Cu (Chapter IV). 
T~e amplitude of the L3'N Au~er peak is ~reater than that of th~ L2VV 
Auger peak for both Cu and Fe. This is in agreement \dth the relative ioni-
zation probabilities of the L3 and L2 shells (L3 > L2) as stated by Burhor(15~ 
Therefore it seems most likely that the allocation of Haas et al.(3l) is 
incorrect and the mai., tri!Jletsin the LMf·1 spectra of Cu and Fe are due 
to ionization of the l3 shell. In the Au~er spectrum of oxidised iron two 
peaks at 42.5 and 5leV ~~re found. As pointed out earlier in the case of 
Be and Al, the chan9~s in the Auger spectrum due to oxidation result from the 
chemical shift of the ener~y levels and changes in the valence band. 
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A shift of -1.5eV was found in the f4 2,3 ionization loss on forming iron 
oxide. The shift in the valence band \,'i11 be somewhat hi!1her than that of 
the M2,3 shell as ~enera11y found in ESCA resu1ts(87). If such a shift 
\'las -5eV, then the 42.5eV l)eak could be due to a r42,3v'v' transition where 
~~,3 and V' are the shifted M2,3 enerqy level and valence band. The peak 
at 5leV could also be due to the ionization of the shifted M2,3 and 
electrons near the Fermi level ~ith binding eneroies of -1.5eV. Similar 
changes in the Au~er snectru~ of vanadium have recently been reported by 
Coad and Riviere(34) on formin~ vanadium oxide. 
5.4.4 CEl spectra of Be, Al and Fe 
The characteristic energy losses of Be and Al have been reported 
by several \'!orkers(67 ,88,47 ,8~,90). The energy loss values of clean Be 
and .1\1 found in the present \!lork are compared with the resul ts of Powell (67) 
and Powell and Swan(88) in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. 
Table 5.5 
Characteristic energy losses in clean Be as found in the present 
"/ork and by PONe 11 (67) (eV) 
Present ,'!ork 
Powe 11 (6 7) 
13 19 38 57 




Characteristic energy losses in clean Al as found in the present 
work and by POI./ell and SV1an(88) (eV) 
Present ''Iork 11 15.6 26.4 31.4 46.5 62.3 77.9 
Pm-Ie 11 and 
S"'an (88) 
10.3 15.3 20.5 25.6 30.5 41.1 46.1 56 61.4 77 
91.8 108.6 
,I.\ssuming b/o free electrons per atom for Be, the calculated value of the bulk 
p1asmons using the fonnu1a llwp = 28.8{nXd)i eV (\·/here d is the density of Be, 
fl. its atomic Ifleight and nv is the number of free e1e:trons), is 18.4eV. 
The surface loss is then given bynwp/~ and is thus 13eV. These values 
of surface and bulk plasmons agree ~el1 with the measured values of 13 
and 1geV respectively. The other peaks in the energy loss spectrum of Be are 
probably multiples of the bulk plasmon loss. A loss peak at 112eV is thought 
to be due to Be K-shell ionization. 
For .,\1, the calculated values of the surface and bulk plasmons, for 
three free electrons per atom,are 11.2eV and 15.8eV respectively. In the 
energy loss spectrum of A 1, two strong peaks found at 11 and 15~6eV shO\·! 
excellent ar,reement ~Iith the calculated values for surface and bulk plasmons, 
and therefore these peaks (at 11 and 15.6eV) are attributed to surface 
and bulk plasmon losses respectively. The loss peak at 26.4eV is attributed 
to a combination of surface and bulk plasmon losses. All the other peaks in 
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the loss spectrum can also be attributed to multiples of the bulk p1asl:1on 
loss. 
The enerlJY losses of clean Fe found in the ~resent I<'ork are given 
in Table 5.7. /\ comparison \·fith some of the rlUbl ished '/Jork(66,89,90) is 
also made in the tahle. 
Table 5.7 
Characteristic energy losses in clean Fe as found in the present 
I'/ork and by other v10rkers (eV) 
Present work 8 14 16 22 23 33.5 39 57 
Robins and 5.3 3 15.8 23 56.6 
S",an (66) 
ilartin and 15.8 19.4 56.1 
Leder(89) 
Kleinn(90) 7 21.5 36.5 56.9 
92 
The loss peaks at 23 and 16eV are somewhat lower than the calculated values 
of 26.4 and l8.7eV for the bulk and surface plasmons respectively, assuming 
f. free electrons per atom in Fe. The plasmon losses may be shifted to lower 
ener~y values due to nearby interband transitions and tms may explain the 
1m'ler energy values observed in the present \'Iork. The loss peak at 57 and 
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the one at 92eV are most probably the ionization losses due to ionization of 
the ~~2,3 and f41 energy levels. This is confirmed by the 'corresponding' 
Auger peaks being found in the Auqer spectrum of iron. I\t lONer primcry 
energies (~500eV) the loss ~eak at l6eV ~as found to shift to l4eV. The 
loss peak at 8eV and the one at 14eV showed the characteristics of surfac~ 
and bulk plasmons for 101.'!er primary energies (~500eV) indicating that 
perhaps at these energies all 6 electrons do not participate in plasmon 
oscillations. T\,.,o small loss pp.aks observed at 22 and 33.5eV for a primary 
energy of 250eV are identified as due to the combination and multiples of 
the 14 ~nd 8eV peaks. ~ weak peak at 3geV ~as found for a primary energy 
of lKeV and is id~ntified as due to the co~bination of surface and bulk 
plasmon peaks at 16 and 23eV respectively. The extreme sensitivity of the 
surfJce plasmon loss to the oxidation of Be, ~l and Fe is evident from the 
spectra of Appendix 2a,b,c. The surface loss is found to shift to lower 
el~ergy values ~"Wadual1y before disappearing. In the energy loss spectra of 
oxidised 30, Al and Fe a broad peak is found at -25eV (for A1 at 22.1 eV) 
For Be a ~mall peak at 14eV is also found. This peak is possibly due to 
an interband transition bet,</een the oxygen 25 energy level and the valence 
band of Ben. The loss peak -25eV is thought to be due to the ionization 
of the Q}{ygen 2s energy level in the oxidised surfaces of Be, ;~l and Fe. 
5.5 Conclusion 
The Auger electron spectra of Be, Al and Fe have been investigated. 
The results indicate that the Auger spectra of these metals may be . 
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tentatively interpreted in terms of transitions involving the structure 
within the valence band. This structure in the valence band is identified 
\·lith the peaks in the theoretical density of states. Considerable changes 
in the Au~er spectra of these elements are found as a result of oxidation. 
By taking into account the chemical shifts of the inner energy levels and 
the changes in the valence band~ the Au~er spectra of the oxidised surfaces 
can be explained. PlasMon losses observed in the energy loss spectra of 
clean metal surfaces show nood aqreement with the theoretically calculated 
ener9Y values. The Auger srectra (and surface loss in the energy loss 
spectra) of these metals are extremely sensitive to the surface oxidation 
and can only be investigated under extremely good ultra high vacuum 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUS IONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE HORK 
The three 0rid retardin~ field analyser constructed for the 
present investigations has proved to be an excellent tool for energy 
analysis over the \'!hol~ range of the secondary electrons spectrum. 
Analysers of this type are nO\'/ availa!:le commercially. HOI'lever, even 
disre~ardin£ their hiph nrice, these analysers have too limited an energy 
resolution for detailed examination of Auger phenomena. For example a 
conventional three grid system has a resolution of about 1-2%. Although 
some iMprovements have been reporter:l ll e.g. Pa1Mberg(16) "/ho describes the 
inclusion of a fourth arid, this results in the reduction of the sensitivity 
of the instrument since the transmission is inevitably 10\'/ered due to the 
fourth arid. In contrast only three grids were used in the present 
instrunent. The measured resolution of the device is -0.2%. A high 
sensitivity for the analyser has been achieved by using three high 
transmission (-85%) ~rids7 and also because of a greater collection 
efficiency due to a collection angle of 1800 . A fourth grid, therefore, 
"/as found undesirable. The excellent perfonnance of the analyser is 
evident from the results described in Chapters I" and V • 
. tI, comparison of the Au~er spectra of Cu black and Au black surfaces 
\,rith those of clean Cu and !\u serfaces has revealed that these 10\.., secondary 
electron yield surfaces "Jere !!1ainly cOr.1posed of Cu and .a.u. f'!o evidence 
was found for argon occlusion in these surfaces since no Argon Auger peaks 
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could be detected in the Auger spectra of Cu black and Au black. 
However the characteristic ener!JY loss sr,ectra of these surfaces (ell b1ac:< 
and :\u black) t'.'ere found to be very sirai1ar to each other, but completely 
different from those of clean Cu end Au. 
The Auger electron spectra of clean Be, ~1 and Fe have been 
i nvesti0ated. TI'ese l~esu1ts sU0gest that the peaks in the l-\u!1~r spectra 
can be related to the I')eaks in the theoretical density of states of the 
valence bands of these elements. In addition some peaks in the Auger 
spectra C.re believed to ori"inate from ;:>lasl'1on enerqy loss and gain 
MechanisMs. Peaks of this type are found to be usually associated with a 
larae Auger neak. The effect of oxidation on the Auger spectra of clean 
surfaces has also been observed. The chan0es (in the Auger spectr~) ~'hich 
take place as a result of oxidation can be explained in terms of chemical 
shifts in the inner ener~v levels and the chan~es in the valence band. 
Some AUger peaks in the Au~er spectra of oxidised surfaces are also 
believed to be due to cross-transitions betwet~11 the enerry levels of the 
oxygen and metal atoms. 
t,!; th respect to the experimental apparatus, some mod;ficatio:1s 
have been made in order to imorove its overall performance. For example, 
only one metal could be evaporated previously Hithout breaking the ultril 
high vacuum. However, in some experiments (such as escape depth meaSl~:~e­
ments) it may be necessary to evaporate blO materials one onto another 
lJ!ithout opening the vacuurn system to air. For this pur!lose a special 
evaporation section and a sample ~anipu1ator have been constructed and 
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,,!ill be connected to the main chamber. The main feature of this 
manirulator is that a relatively large translational motion can be obtained 
in addition to the rotary motion. This \·,ill make it possible to take the 
sample into the evaporation section for evaporation purposes and then 
brin~ it back into the main chamber to align the evaporated sample with 
the analyser. In addition to the facility of evaporation of two metals 
in UHV 9 this arrangement will eliminate any possibility of contamination 
of the analyser assembly due to evaporation. 
In order to achieve a further increase in sensitivity, arrangements 
have been made to incorporate an electron ~un at grazin~ incidence to the 
sample. This gun (GEe 3"IP7) can be operated up to about 3KeV and can 
prov i de beam currents of ~ 1 flO ~amps. A ne,,! tuned load has a 1 so been 
constructed. The resonance impedance of this load at a frequency twice the 
modulation frequency is ~5rn4n, and -50Kn at the modulation frequency. 
It is expected that the grazing incidence gun and the improved tun ... load 
\'Iill improve the sensitivity of the analyser considerably. Although a 
relatively favourable si~nal-to-noise ratio can be obtained with a retarding 
field analyser, its sensitivity is ultimately limited due to shot noise(40). 
In addition, the time required for data acquisition is usually of the order 
of minutes and this may be undeSirably large if changes in the Auger 
spectrum are taking place \'Iithin this time. In such experiments any such 
changes in the Auger spectrum would not be detected and a fast scanning 
device would need to be used. For this purpose a cylindrical mirror 
analyser is being constructed. Instead of a conventional one stage 
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device(37), a t\-JO stage analyser is bein~ built. It is expected that 
the resolution of this t"JO stage analyser \'Iould be better by an order of 
magnitude than that of the one stare analyser(9l). Because of its 
superior signal-to-noise ratio, the Auger spectrum of a sample obtained 
~,;th a cylindrical mirror analyser can be displayed on an oscilloscope or 
may be recorded on an x-v recorder in a felt! seconds to observe any rapid 
changes which nay take place in the Auger spectrum. 
The technique of Auger spectrosoppy is only a fel-! years old and a 
considerable amount of \'Iork has yet to be done. This is evident from the 
fact that the Auger spectra of all elements in the 'clean form' have not 
yet been investigated. The data regarding the various parameters (such as 
ionizatio~ cross-section, escape depth etc.) involved in Auger eflission 
is not yet available. The position on the theoretical side of the 
technique is even worse. For example, the transition probabilities for 
various transitions are not known. 
Since the technique of Auger spectroscopy at present is in its 
initial stages of development~ its potential for various technical appli-
cations is not yet fully kno\'In. HOIrJever, already it has been appl ied to 
monitor the impurity segreqation on various surfaces(2) and the fractionally 
thick coverage of impurities such as carbon on photocathodes(29). 
The present results strongly suggest the desirability of complementary 
studies of the characteristic energy losses and Auger spectra, since the 
surface composition can be determined ~'.'ith the help of the Auger spectrum. 
It is evident that in the near future it \'Jill become established as 
orie of the most versatile methods for surface analysis. 
Appendices la, 1b and 1c 
Sequences of changes in the AU0er spectra of Be, Al and Fe 
due to oxidation are shown in Appendices la, 1b and lc respectively. 
Primary beam currents of ZO-25\.1amps It/ere used for Be and A 1 Auger spectra 
and for Fe only 15-20\.1amps were used. For all the Auger spectra a 
primary energy of 1.5KeV \'Jas used, except for the high energy (400-750eV) 
Auger spectrum of Fe \'/here a primary energy of 2KeV was used. j·10du1ation 
voltages up to 4V pk_pk for 10\'1 energy Auger spectra «~OOeV) and llV pk_pk 
for hi gh energy spectra (>200eV) \'iere used for the three elements. 
The amplitude of the oxygen Auger peak at various stages of oxidation is 
also shown along with the spectra of Be, Al and Fe. 
Appendix la 
Graphs 1-7 show successive oxidation of Be with 
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Graphs 1-7 show successive oxidation of Al with 
increasing oxygen level (1 + 7). 
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Appendix lc 
Graphs 1-5 show successive oxidation of Fe with 
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Appendices 2a, 2b and 2c 
Sequences of changes in the energy loss spectra of Be, A1 and Fe 
due to oxidation, are shown in Appendices 2a, 2b and 2c respectively. 
For Be and A1 a primary energy of 800eV and for Fe lKeV \'las used. 
:·10dulation voltages up to 600mV and primary beam currents up to 1511amps 
were usually used. 
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